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 PREFACE 

This is the seventh benchmarking study of 360 Feedback practices 3D Group has conducted since 
2002. The inspiration for the study came when we recognized academic-based “best practices” 
were not always aligned with the practical concerns of our clients. Often, what sounded good on 
paper just didn’t fit the organizational realities our clients were facing. This led us to wonder, to 
what extent were companies choosing to veer away from (or toward) established best practices. 
We also realized practitioners are often curious what choices other organizations typically make 
when designing 360 Feedback processes. While we could share insights from nearly three decades 
of delivering 360 Feedback for our own clients, we felt it would be more valuable to have data-
based answers to many of these questions that were not constrained by our own preferences and 
capabilities. (Our company name is Data Driven Decisions, Inc. for a reason!)

Taking a step beyond well-documented best practices, this study sheds light 
on the day-to-day realities of how companies actually implement their 360 
Feedback processes. Our data provide a reference point for practitioners 
to understand industry trends as they make design decisions with respect 
to their own 360 Feedback processes. It isn’t always a good idea to blindly 
follow the lead of other companies when building a tailored 360 Feedback 
process. But it certainly is beneficial to reflect on trends and learn from 
others when designing such a process. 

While the current study focuses primarily on the practices of 85 companies who participated in our 
study in 2022, one significant value in this report lies in viewing the practice trends over time. This 
seventh edition includes a cumulative reporting of trends in 360 Feedback over the last 20 years 
with data from over 600 companies. 

In the seventh edition, we added several new questions about the business value and reputation 
of 360 Feedback including a breakdown of how strongly specific senior leaders (e.g., the CEO, 
CHRO, CFO) support 360 Feedback, which business metrics are most impacted by 360 Feedback, 
and how organizations approach the ROI of 360 Feedback. We also collected some data on how 
360 Feedback practices changed in the 2020 global pandemic. Lastly, we added a section called, 
“In Their Own Words,” which includes over two dozen direct quotes from respondents about what 
they would do differently with their 360 Feedback process if they could go back in time.

We would like to acknowledge everyone involved in this research, especially the HR professionals 
who took time out of their busy days to respond thoughtfully to the survey and then follow up 
with phone calls to clarify their answers when needed. Many 3D Group staff made significant 
contributions to the effort, but special thanks are due to Lauren McKeel and Micheline Magnotta 
for their editorial contributions and Will Whiting, Rachel Johnson, Ashley Arrazola, and Erika 
Stablow whose support during data collection was critical to the success of our efforts.
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Executive Summary 

Getting Started

Survey Development

Rater Selection and 
Orientation

Completing Surveys and 
Generating Reports

Feedback Reports

Report Delivery

The ROI of 360 Feedback 

Feedback  
Coaching/Debrief 

Is 360 Feedback  
Growing and Evolving?

W Most companies’ 360 Feedback processes are “HR Driven” or “Program 
Driven.” (pg. 10 )

W Companies typically embed 360 Feedback in multiple internal talent 
management programs. (pg. 13)

W 360 Feedback continues to be primarily a developmental tool, but also  
a support for talent decisions. (pg. 17) 

 
W Companies almost exclusively use a 5-point rating scale on their  

360 surveys.* (pg. 21)
W 360 surveys typically include two or three open-ended questions.* (pg. 21)

W The most commonly used rater groups are: self, manager, direct 
reports, and peers.* (pg. 23)

W Rater selection by feedback recipients with manager approval is the 
most popular approach.* (pg. 24)

W Most companies use an external vendor to score surveys and generate 
reports.* (pg. 27)

W Most companies require at least three rater responses per rater group 
for data to show in a report.* (pg. 29)

W Quantitative results are more valued than in prior years. (pg. 30)

W Only 2% of companies provide feedback reports without some form of 
follow-up development support (aka, the “desk drop”). (pg. 35)

W Companies almost never conduct formal ROI studies of their 360 
Feedback processes. (pg. 38)

W The primary business metrics improved by 360 Feedback are retaining 
high potentials and helping leaders make better decisions. (pg. 38)

W Nearly all companies make 1:1 coaching/debriefs available to feedback 
recipients and this approach to follow-up support is seen as an essential 
component of the process.* (pg. 35)

W Use of video conferencing has become the norm and in-person feedback 
coaching has declined precipitously (pg. 37)

W Use of external coaches has increased significantly; use of internal 
coaches has declined. (pg. 37)

W Organizations expect to continue or expand their current 360 process  
in the future. (pg. 41)

W A majority of the companies anticipate a similar or larger budget for  
360 Feedback in the coming year. (pg. 41)

3D Group surveyed and interviewed 360 Feedback process owners from 85 companies of all sizes 
representing	30	industries.	We	administered	an	in-depth	online	survey	to	profile	the	wide	assortment	of	360	
Feedback practices now in use. We then conducted interviews to clarify and elaborate on survey answers 
and assure accuracy of the data. Survey and interview questions addressed sources of the survey content, 
selection of raters, feedback report features, development support, and the future of 360 Feedback in the 
organization. We report trends in each of these areas by including historical data, where possible, spanning 
the	last	20	years.	Some	of	the	key	findings	from	each	section	of	the	current	study	are	highlighted	below.	
Findings with a star (*) have been consistent throughout all our seven studies. 
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Popular programs in human resources, talent management, and leadership development seem 
to come and go, but few talent processes have had as much enduring impact as 360 Feedback. 
While self-report assessments such as personality tests and styles inventories are popular “crowd 
pleasers”, 360 Feedback is the most valid method for gaining insights into how one is seen by others. 
Because leaders rely on getting work done through others, having an accurate understanding of  
co-worker perceptions is a particularly important ingredient for leadership success. For instance, 
a self-report measure may indicate a leader is trustworthy, but co-worker perceptions of 
trustworthiness are a much more accurate assessment of the leader’s integrity. Further, co-worker 
perceptions of trustworthiness are much stronger predictors of leadership success than their own 
self perceptions. Ultimately, the greatest value of 360 Feedback is not in its ability to give leaders 
insights about their behavior, but rather to help them use these insights to create change. For 
example, it might be interesting for leaders to learn they are not trusted, but the real value comes 
when a leader takes this insight and makes steps to change their behavior to be more trustworthy. 

While	individual	leaders	can	benefit	immeasurably	by	changing	behaviors	
based on the perceptions of their co-workers, organizations have much 
more to gain when 360 Feedback is implemented at scale. Indeed, when 
a large number of leaders participate in a system-wide 360 Feedback 
process that measures strategically aligned behaviors, the process acts 
as a powerful mechanism for large-scale organizational change and 
alignment.(8)

 

HOW DOES IT  WORK? 
In a typical 360 Feedback process, an employee receives feedback via 
surveys distributed to their direct manager, peers, and direct reports 
(and others, e.g., customers). These surveys contain questions about the 
employee’s behavior at work (e.g., “How well does this person follow 
through on commitments?”). Open-ended comments are often included 
at the end of the survey to add richness and detail to the numerical 
ratings (e.g., “Name one thing this associate could do better at work.”) 
Human	Resources	staff	or	an	outside	consultant	summarizes	the	data	
into a feedback report given to the employee who is the subject of the 
survey	(aka,	the	“feedback	recipient”).	Qualified	coaches	may	be	provided	
to	confidentially	discuss	the	report	and	assist	the	feedback	recipients	

with understanding the feedback and making plans for how to change their behavior to be more 
effective	in	their	job	considering	the	results.	

Participating in a 360 Feedback process evokes many emotional responses, including curiosity 
(“What	do	my	co-workers	think	of	me?”),	joy	(“Wow,	the	extra	effort	I	put	in	has	been	noticed!”),	fear	
(“Will	I	get	fired	over	this?”),	self-awareness	(“I	hadn’t	thought	about	my	behavior	like	this	before”),	
and even anger (“I can’t believe they said that about me!”). 

How, then, do organizations harness the power of this information and the emotional responses it 
provokes	to	maximize	individual	effectiveness?

There are four basic steps that individual leaders must move through to change their behavior:  
1) a leader needs to become aware of how they are perceived; 2) a leader must accept their 
feedback and the need for change, moving beyond the emotional component; 3) once they 
are aware, they need to create a plan for action; and 4) a leader must be held accountable for 
following through on that plan.

360 Feedback Defined: 
360 Feedback is a process 
for quantifying co-worker 
observations about an individual 
that enables them to:

1 Understand rater perceptions 
of the degree to which the 
individual exhibits specific 
behaviors. 

2  Make meaningful 
comparisons between  
rater groups. 

3 Change behaviors valued 
 by the organization. (11)

About 360 Feedback
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While 360 Feedback has been in use by organizations of all shapes and sizes for many decades, it 
has	most	frequently	been	treated	as	an	individual-level	assessment.	That	is,	Human	Resources	staff	
have	typically	focused	primarily	on	individual	feedback	reports	for	specific	individuals,	while	over-
looking the value of 360 Feedback for broader, organizational decision making. The most sophisticated 
talent management functions have found ways to leverage 360 Feedback data to identify and 
develop high potentials, inform succession decisions, and inform strategic planning.(14) 

To get the most strategic value from 360 Feedback data, four key 
conditions will assure maximum impact: 1) The content should be 
derived from the organization’s strategy and values, 2) the process 
should produce reliable and valid data, 3) individual and group 
level results should be used to make talent decisions on a regular 
basis, and 4) large numbers of employees should be assessed.(8) 
Over the last two decades, we’ve seen an increasing shift toward 
more strategic usage of 360 Feedback, though the data suggest 
there is still some opportunity for companies to be even more 
strategic in the way they implement the process. 

The broad trends in our data suggest 360 Feedback is slowly evolving to be more strategic. There 
is	a	significant	increase	in	follow-up	support—specifically	in	the	use	of	feedback	coaches	to	assure	
feedback recipients are accountable for change. Additionally, 360 Feedback is being integrated into 
more and more talent programs. This last point is of paramount importance, as we see companies 
recognizing the value of honest constructive feedback for more and varied purposes. No doubt, 
this trend stems from an increasing awareness that 360 Feedback is the most frequently used 
predictor of leadership potential.(15) For example, organizations are encouraging individual leaders, 
their	direct	managers,	and	Human	Resources	to	put	360	Feedback	data	to	use	for	different,	but	
complementary purposes. For the individual leader, the data represent an opportunity to invest in 
their own growth as leaders. For the leader’s direct manager, the results create an opportunity to 
engage in constructive mentoring and career conversations. And for Human Resources, the data 
from this and other reports can be aggregated across the organization to examine organization-
wide bench strength and shape talent-linked business strategy. 

And so, while two decades ago organizations were thinking about their 360 Feedback process as a 
stand-alone program, today they increasingly recognize the process can be leveraged for many 
programs	and	many	audiences—and	in	some	cases	they	can	use	the	same	data	for	multiple	
purposes. See Pulakos and Rose, 2019 (22) for a discussion of when this is advisable and when 
caution in warranted.

In the report, we highlight several key decisions are ‘strategic levers’  
i.e., the decisions that have the biggest impact on how strategic your  
360 Feedback process is. For each strategic lever we’ll discuss: 1) how the 
decision impacts your process, 2) which choice is most strategic, and  
3) how this decision is trending.  

What is Strategic 360 Feedback?

“ We would like a robust enterprise 
program with standard content and 
resources for participants. What we 
have now is a stop-gap tool to get 
managers some type of feedback.” 
–Director of Talent Management
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Over the years we have been collecting data on current practices in 360 Feedback, we have 
recognized some patterns in the approaches companies take when designing their process. These 
patterns suggest a maturity model for a 360 Feedback process, in which companies can start with 
a very simple individually oriented approach to 360 Feedback and then evolve up to a much more 
sophisticated, highly strategic approach. At a very basic level, leaders in nearly all companies will 
seek out 360 Feedback, often on their own. These types of programs are what we refer to as “User-
Driven” in that the people receiving the feedback typically self-implement the process for their own 
purposes. At some point, however, Human Resources typically will get involved and want to put 
some guardrails on the process. If nothing else, Human Resources often recognizes User-Driven 
360 Feedback is legally risky and can cause harm. Human Resources-Driven (HR-Driven) processes 
typically emphasize standardizing elements, such as survey content, rater selection, report 
recipients,	and	usage	of	data—all	on	a	common	technology	platform.	The	challenge	with	HR-Driven	
processes is while they are very strong on process consistency, they tend to lack purpose and 
direction. The next level, Program-Driven processes, are often quite purposeful in that they embed 
360 Feedback within a talent program, such as a standardized leadership development course. (16) 
So, in addition to process standardization, the reason for receiving feedback can be communicated 
and the survey content can be easily aligned with the purpose of the training. We refer to the next 
level of strategic usage as Purpose-Driven. This application of 360 Feedback typically is episodic 
but involves very targeted use of data for decision making of some kind. Often these decisions will 
be about a large group of employees,(6) for example whether or not a department or a function is 

Evolving Your 360 Feedback Process
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“ Before the launch of our 360,  
I wish we had taken the time to 
more clearly align the process 
with our company’s talent 
strategy.” –VP of Human Resources 

capable of making a strategic shift or to inform a reorganization of the group. In a Business-Driven 
360 Feedback process, the most mature method from a strategic perspective, 360 Feedback 
is used on a regular basis and is treated as standard business procedure. Giving and receiving 
feedback on important behaviors in a standardized way is embedded in the annual cycle of the 
business to: (a) maintain focus on growth and development and (b) make sure the workforce is 

constantly upskilling to be prepared for challenges in the future. 

While we’ve seen these patterns in the data in prior years, in the 
sixth and seventh editions of this study we added a question asking 
respondents to indicate which strategic levels their 360 Feedback 
process	fits	within.	As	expected,	many	companies	responded	they	
used multiple levels. While the most strategic usage (Business-Driven) 
was the least common in both studies, it was encouraging that 
some	firms	had	been	able	to	achieve	this	level	of	usage	and	most	

companies have implemented some guardrails for the process (HR-Driven). Likewise, a majority of 
companies reported using 360 Feedback as a critical element of a wide range of talent programs, 
which is a positive trend toward leveraging 360 in a Purpose-Driven way.

FIGURE 1

Which of the following describe the 360 Feedback program(s) at your company?
Note: participants provided multiple responses to this question

Business-
Driven 

Purpose-
Driven 

User-
Driven

Program- 
Driven 

360 Feedback is a standard feature of leadership 
development programs, High Potential programs, 
or talent reviews

Used as a part of an organizational development 
intervention; implemented with all leaders/
employees within a department or subgroup

Fully strategic system-wide usage; all leaders 
receive and use feedback; 360 data is used for 
individual and organization-wide decision making

Initiated by managers with no Human Resources 
oversight or involvement; multiple vendors

Human  
Resources- 
Driven

Ad-hoc or periodic 360 Feedback with  
company-wide custom content and “guardrails”

15%   12%

27%   35%

57%   46%

   52%

   14%

2019       2022

57%  

22%
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Sample and Organizational Characteristics

In this study, we recruited Human Resources professionals at a wide variety of organizations, 
including companies that provided data for our 2002,(1) 2004,(2) 2009,(3) 2013,(4) 2016,(5) and 2019(24) 

studies.	Respondents	from	this	pool	were	self-selected	and	self-identified	as	Human	Resources	
professionals who were responsible for designing and implementing 360 Feedback within their 
organization.

Of the 85 valid respondents, all but three were from companies headquartered in the continental 
United States. The sample includes companies with managers on every populated continent of the 
globe. 98% of the study’s companies had managers working in North America, 37% had managers 
in Europe, 17% in South America, 22% in Australia, 26% in Asia, and 13% in Africa. 

Large and small businesses were well-repre-
sented in this study. As Figure 2 illustrates, one 
third (32%) of participating companies had 100 
employees or less and roughly half (49%) of 
responses came from companies with over 1,000 
employees. 8% of participating companies had 
over 100,000 employees.

Participating companies also varied in terms 
of their depth of experience implementing 360 
Feedback, with 7% of responses coming from 
companies with new internal 360 processes (less 
than 1 year of experience) and 6% of companies 
with 16 or more years of 360 experience, as 
shown in Figure 3.

10,001-100,000    19%

100,000+   

8%

1,001-10,000       22 %
19%

101-1,000

32%     1-100

 

FIGURE 2

How many employees does your 
company have?

FIGURE 3

How long has 360 Feedback been used in 
your organization?

6-10 years   26.5%
50%     1-5 years

 

11-15 years     10.3%

16 or more years  

5.9%
    Less than 1 year    

7.4%
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When organizations design a 360 Feedback process, they typically begin by asking some foundational 
questions	that	shape	the	overall	purpose	and	often	influence	many	other	design	decisions.	

ESSENTIAL DESIGN ELEMENTS
With each new edition of the study, a consistent pattern has 
been that there are so many design elements in a 360 process, 
it	is	hard	to	find	just	one	common	approach.	To	boil	down	the	
process to its most critical elements, companies were asked to 
identify which of their choices in design were essential to success. 

Clearly, providing a feedback coach, anonymity of ratings, and 
an easy-to-read report remain the most essential elements of a 
successful 360 Feedback process. Over two-thirds of companies 
identified	high	quality	survey	content	and	open-ended	comments	
as essential. The least critical features included mobile surveys, 
formal orientation for participants and group-level results. 
Surprisingly, and very much in contrast to research showing its 
positive impact on validity of the data, formal rater orientation was 
considered the least important aspect of a 360 Feedback process. 

  

DECISION #1
How will 360 Feedback support  
talent management?
An	essential	first	step	in	designing	a	360	Feedback	process	is	
understanding its purpose within the organization. In many 
respects,	every	design	decision	will	flow	back	to	the	purpose	and	
usage of the feedback results, and so process owners are well 
advised to begin by addressing how the data will be used by the 
organization and the individual. 360 Feedback has increasingly

Getting Started

TABLE 1

In your opinion, which of the following design 
features is essential to success of the  
360 Feedback process at your company?

    ESSENTIAL

1:1 feedback coaching/debrief (2) 83%

Anonymity of raters (1) 81%

Easy-to-read report (6) 81%

Open-ended comments (5) 77%

Well researched/developed survey content (3) 69%

Self ratings (4) 62%

Numerical results (9) 62%

Participant meeting manager to discuss results (7) 53%

Business leader support (non-HR) (8) 53%

Development suggestions in report (10) 46%

Informal rater training  
(e.g., written instructions) (11) 41%

Mobile access to surveys (13) 37%

Formal orientation for participants  
(those getting the reports) (12) 31%

Group results (14) 28%

Formal orientation for raters completing  
the survey (15) 17%
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become integrated into ongoing leadership develop-
ment and talent management programs (rather 
than	being	used	as	a	stand-alone	tool).	To	reflect	
this trend, we asked study participants to identify 
which of their internal talent management pro-
grams incorporated 360 Feedback (see Figure 4). 

Specifically,	participants	were	asked	which	of	the	
following talent management programs include a 360 Feedback process:

1 Leadership Coaching:	A	systematic	coaching	effort	driven	by	talent	strategy.	

2 Formal Leadership Education: Internal leadership academy or university. 

3 Talent Review & Development: System-wide leadership development and succession planning.

4 On-Demand Employee Development: Non-programmatic, by request or as needed; usually 
one participant at a time.

5 Performance Management: Regular systematic review of employee performance for 
determining pay and promotion.

Respondents suggested 360 Feedback is frequently used in multiple programs, with 52% of 
organizations incorporating 360 Feedback into more than one talent program.

Programmatic use of 360 Feedback continues to be the norm. Use of 360 Feedback within 
Leadership Coaching programs has increased over time, further supporting the notion that 360 

52% of organizations incorporate  
360 Feedback into more than  
one talent program

“ I wish we had incorporated  
360 Feedback into a talent 
management process rather it 
being just another one of such 
surveys.” –Sr. Mgr., Talent Management

In a Strategic 360 Feedback process, results are integrated with important 
talent management and developmental processes. Therefore, Decision 
#1 is critical. Except for ‘on-demand’ employee development, any of 
these processes could be strategic—especially if they are mandatory and 
implemented widely—another marker of a strategic process. Although the 
number of organizations using 360 Feedback in an on-demand program 
is high, the majority are also using it in a talent management program to 
support important talent decisions, i.e., more strategically.

FIGURE 4

Which of your programs include 360 Feedback?
Note: participants provided multiple responses to this question

80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%
Leadership 
Coaching

35%
42% 46%

Formal 
Leadership 
Education

38%

50%
42%

Talent Review &  
Development

38% 38%

26%

On-Demand 
Employee 

Development

48%

71%

60%

Performance 
Management

34%
25%

13%

2016           

2019

2022

Feedback and coaching are mutually 
beneficial.	Many	organizations	offer	360	
Feedback as an “on-demand” employee 
development tool (see Figure 4), but they 
rarely	only	offer	it	in	this	way.	Only	24%	of	
organizations	offered	on-demand	employee	
development without having an additional 
programmatic	offering.	
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DECISION #2
Who will receive feedback?
More than half (61%) of organizations target managers with their 360 Feedback process 
and 54% of respondents target executives (see Table 2). Consistent with previous years, 360 
Feedback is primarily, but not exclusively, used with a targeted group of leaders as opposed to 
enterprise-wide implementations.

TABLE 2

What level(s) does your 360 Feedback process target?
Note: participants provided multiple responses to this question

FIGURE 5

360 Feedback is a critical component of our program.

100%

90%

80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%
Coaching 
Program

84%

13%

3%

Formal Leadership 
Development 

Program

83%

17%

0%

Talent Review & 
Development

81%

13%

6%

Performance 
Management

67%

33%

0%
Strongly Agree 
or Agree 

Neither Agree 
or Disagree 

Strongly Disagree 
or Disagree

We asked respondents how critical 360 Feedback was to each of the programs in which it is 
embedded. A clear majority of respondents agreed 360 Feedback was a critical part of their 
program, with a higher degree of agreement within coaching programs (84%) and formal 
leadership development programs (83%). As illustrated in Figure 5, 360 Feedback is widely viewed 
as	critical	to	most	of	the	programs	it	is	embedded	within.	Given	that	360	Feedback	is	first	and	
foremost a development tool, it isn’t surprising 360 Feedback is least critical to performance 
management programs and most essential for development-oriented programs, such as coaching 
and formal leadership development.  

 2004 2009 2013 2016 2019 2022

Managers 3% 43% 48% 54% 64% 61%

Executives 21% 65% 43% 50% 51% 54%

All Leaders 45% 2% 34% 41% 41% 31%

Individual Contributors 1% 12% 15% 12% 23% 19% 

All Employees 14% 20% 24% 24% 22% 11%
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DECISION #3
How often will we offer 360 Feedback?
With the ubiquity of social media tools and mobile devices, technology has made it possible to 
rate others’ behavior in nearly real-time. The ease and convenience of these tools has led to 
some experimentation with quick-and-easy mechanisms to provide anyone “feedback” within 
the organization. (23) It is unclear whether these “fast feedback” tools allow adequate depth of 
inquiry	and	reflection	to	support	meaningful	behavior	change.	Further,	the	lack	of	consistency	in	
behaviors	assessed	with	these	new	tools	significantly	limits	the	strategic	value	of	these	feedback-
light applications. In fact, our data suggest “as needed” feedback processes may not be as common 
as feedback provided on an annual basis or every-other-year basis where time can be made for 
reflection	and	planning	in	response	to	the	feedback.

Between 2002 and 2016, annual use of 360 Feedback was fairly consistent (see Table 3). Now, 
practitioners	are	more	likely	to	be	flexible	with	how	often	360	Feedback	should	be	implemented	

in	their	environments,	fitting	the	process	
into the rhythm of the business. Currently, 
the most common practice is to provide 
employees with formal feedback at least 
every two years. Over half (59%) of the 
companies make 360 Feedback available at 
least every other year. About one quarter
 (27%) of organizations provide employees 
with 360 Feedback annually. One surprise 
in this years’ data was the emergence of the 
single use 360 by 10% of organizations. 

TABLE 3

On average, how often do employees receive 360 Feedback? 

 2002 2004 2009 2013 2016 2019 2022

Every two years 11% 6% 28% 11% 29% 42% 29%

Annually 42% 38% 41% 44% 49% 27% 27%

As needed 47% 36% 28% 38% 11% 15% 21%

Other — 20% 3% 8% 5% 8% 10%

Once/single use — — — — — — 10%

Twice a year — — — — 6% 8% 3%
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TABLE 4

Which of the following best describes the type of decisions  
that 360 results are used to make? 

 2013 2016 2019 2022

Development planning decisions (e.g., training needs, 
annual development goals, succession planning) 32% 44% 41% 39%

Self-directed development decisions only  37% 24% 28% 39%

Both development and personnel decisions 29% 27% 29% 22%

Personnel decisions (e.g., promotion, hiring, pay bonus) 2% 5% 2% 0%

360 Feedback is primarily a tool to 
support employee development. 
Nonetheless, companies also use 
360s to support a wide variety of 
talent decisions.

DECISION #4
Will we use 360 results for development or personnel decisions?
One of the most controversial and hotly debated topics concerning 360 Feedback is the 
appropriate way for organizations to use the feedback results. The fundamental question in this 
debate is whether 360 Feedback should be used for purely development purposes or tied to 
personnel decisions, such as compensation and promotion. (9)

Advocates for the use of feedback results exclusively for developmental purposes argue ratings 
become tainted by ulterior motives if raters know the results will affect the feedback recipient’s 
compensation, benefits, or position in the organization. For example, an employee who feels a co-
worker deserves a raise is likely to inflate their ratings if they know the ratings will directly impact 
their co-worker’s chances of getting a pay increase. On the other hand, raters may be more apt 
to respond honestly if they know the feedback is intended to solely aid the feedback recipient’s 
professional development. Considerable research on the distortion of scores in these situations 
has been published over the years. (18) (19) (20)

Proponents of using 360 Feedback results to influence “personnel decisions” feel without 
recognizable consequences for failing to act on results, feedback recipients can easily ignore 
undesirable results. Therefore, if feedback recipients are not held accountable for making 
behavioral changes based on their feedback results, 360 Feedback will not have an impact on 
performance and the bottom line. Some experts have argued organizations lose considerable 
value if they don’t use 360 Feedback results to make a wide range of decisions about leaders. (7)

Our data indicate the primary purpose for 360 Feedback continues to be development. However, 
the data also indicate most companies use 360 data in a much more nuanced way than is 
suggested by a simple dichotomy of development OR personnel decisions. 

Compared to data from previous editions, there has been an increase in the use of 360 data for 
self-directed development decisions, perhaps due to the significant increase in remote work 
in 2020 and corresponding use of more self-serve learning and development options. 39% of 
companies currently use 360 Feedback results for self-directed development decisions where 
the feedback recipient solely “owns” the results and is independently responsible for making use 
of their feedback results (Table 4). The downside of this trend is without adequate development 
support, e.g., 360 Feedback coaching and/or involving one’s direct manager, there will not be 
adequate accountability to ensure the desired behavior change. This shift away from use of 360 
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data for personnel decisions decreases the strategic value of the tool for organization-wide change 
because only those who are intrinsically motivated to change will do so in a purely self-directed 
process. See The Handbook of Strategic 360 Feedback for a more detailed discussion on this point.

The remaining 61% of companies use 360 Feedback to guide some form of decision making. These 
decisions generally have to do with the highly strategic consideration of which employees to invest 
more in and which employees may warrant less investment to achieve an organization’s goals. 

Table	5	illustrates	more	specifically	how	360	Feedback	results	are	typically	used.	Clearly,	
development-orientated decisions are the most common usage, and this pattern has remained 
stable over time. Directly linking 360 results to pay and promotion has consistently been the least 
common usage for the data and the most recent results suggest this usage has declined even 
further. One encouraging result is more companies than ever before are using 360 Feedback for 
curriculum planning, a usage highlighted in Jay Conger’s chapter on linking 360 survey content to 
training programs. (16) 

 

 2009 2013 2016 2019 2022

Development 92%  60% 78% 90% 79%

Career Development 20%  70% 70% 69% 70%

Link to training/curriculum planning 83%  6%  44% 37% 49%

Succession planning 16%  35% 24% 24% 21%

Performance Management 29%  47% 38% 17% 20%

High potential identification 20%  27% 26% 17% 16%

Indirect link to promotion 14%  8%  19% 16% 3%

Indirect link to pay increases 14%  8%  14% 7%  3%

Direct link to promotion 8%  2%  3%  7%  3%

Direct link to pay increases 16%  4%  9%  3%  0%

TABLE 5

More specifically, how is the feedback used?
Note: participants provided multiple responses to this question

360 Feedback is primarily a tool to 
support employee development. 
Nonetheless, companies also use 
360s to support a wide variety of 
talent decisions.

Deciding how the data will be used is critical in any 360 Feedback design 
process. For each of these uses, a strategic outcome looks a little different. 
For example, a process in which the data are used for “self-directed 
development decisions only” can be strategic if it creates behavior change 
in certain key leaders whose actions carry an overweighed influence on the 
organization. The data (see Table 4) suggest organizations continue to rely 
on 360 Feedback more often for development than for talent decisions—this 
clearly presents an opportunity for increasing strategic use in the future.
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Survey content is one of the most important components of a 360 Feedback process.(10) Take, for 
instance, a 360 Feedback process using a survey containing the question, “If I were a dog, what 
kind of dog would I be?” (yes, we have seen a vendor include this question in their survey). Such a 
survey	item	will	create	very	different	results	in	behavior	change	than	a	process	using	a	question	
like, “To what degree do I follow through on commitments?”  

DECISION #5
Will we develop our surveys internally or buy a pre-validated,  
off-the-shelf survey? 
The	decision	to	customize	or	use	an	off-the-shelf	survey	involves	considering	the	goals	for	the	360	
Feedback	process,	as	well	as	available	resources	for	supporting	customization.	Off-the-shelf	survey	
tools are generally based on well-established leadership models with tried-and-true survey questions 

and should provide access to normative data to help standardize 
interpretation. Custom surveys allow organizations to link their 
business	and	talent	strategies	by	indicating	specific	behaviors	
that leaders or employees should be emphasizing. By tailoring a 
survey to a custom competency model, organizations can align 
many elements of their talent strategies so employees are hired, 
trained, evaluated, and developed along a consistent set of 
behaviors.	Lastly,	custom	survey	questions	have	the	benefit	of	
allowing companies to create a brand-aligned message by using 
familiar language that draws from other programs or business 
initiatives. For example, one company may use the term 
“customer-centric”	to	fit	with	a	range	of	training	and	business	
initiatives while another company may prefer the term “customer 
mania”; both may measure the same exact behaviors but are just 
labeled	differently.

When asked who built their 360 Feedback survey, 13% of orga-
nizations developed their survey with an internal committee or 

In a strategic 360 Feedback process, content 
must be derived from the organization’s 
strategy and values. An off-the-shelf survey 
is unlikely to represent your company’s 
unique strategy and values. Therefore, some 
level of customization is a necessary part of 
a strategic 360 Feedback process. Use of 
custom content provides an excellent lever 
for organizations to drive their strategy down 
through an organization using specific, highly 
relevant behaviors. The trend towards 
customization has been consistent historically 
but was reversed in 2022 reflecting a threat 
to strategic uses of the tool.

Survey Development
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team (see Table 6). 43% of companies engaged a consultant either to support their internal 
survey development or to design the survey entirely and	44%	purchased	an	off-the-shelf	prod-
uct. During the 2020 pandemic, there was a notable decrease in the number of companies custom-
izing	survey	content	to	fit	their	leadership	models—or	changing	their	leadership	models—but	a	
pressing need to continue giving leaders high-quality feedback. The trend towards customization 
has	been	consistent	historically,	and	therefore,	we	anticipate	the	use	of	“off-the-shelf”	content	may	
return to 15-20% in the future.

“We are using our vendor’s competencies 
and behaviors that do not align to the 
company’s. This creates a mismatch 
between the feedback collected and the 
expectations about the leadership 
behaviors they should be demonstrating. 
Ideally, we should customize our survey.” 
–VP of Human Resources 

DECISION #6
What kind of questions will we include on our survey? 

As organizations embark upon the survey development process, one 
of	the	first	questions	is,	“What	are	we	going	to	measure?”	Survey	
content could range from “What kind of dog might you be,” to “Follow 
through,”	or	more	overall	judgments	about	leadership	effectiveness.	
An overwhelming majority of organizations (86%) said their survey 
measured	behaviors,	while	8%	measured	job-specific	performance,	
and very few measured work style (4%) and personality (3%). 

In addition to the types of survey questions, organizations must 
decide	how	many	versions	of	the	survey	they	will	use.	If	job-specific	
behaviors	are	used,	one	could	have	a	different	survey	for	every	single	
job, or at least every job family. On the other hand, using a set of 
standard behaviors, such as “Communicates clearly and concisely,” 
allows companies to use the same survey across many jobs. 

For a process to be strategic, it must be designed and implemented so the decisions leaders 
make using the data are valid. Survey content is the primary way to assure validity. In 
particular, organizations should include behaviors that link to organizational strategy—thus, 
assuring employees are focused on how effectively they exhibit behaviors needed to achieve 
strategy. Given the ubiquity of: a) behavioral items, b) customized surveys, and c) common 
items across employees, this is an area where organizations are clearly doing what it takes to 
be highly strategic in their design choices.

 2009 2013 2016 2019 2022

Bought ”off-the-shelf” 22% 20% 16% 19% 44%

Internal committee/team  
with a consultant 26% 20% 23% 38% 29%

Committee/team (internal) 32% 33% 39% 25% 13%

Consultant 18% 22% 22% 18% 14%

Other 2% 5% — — —

TABLE 6

Who developed the survey and report format you use?

TABLE 7

What does your 360 Feedback survey 
primarily measure?

 2016 2019 2022

Behaviors 62% 79% 86%

Job-Specific Performance 28% 13% 8%

Workstyle 9% 4% 4%

Personality 0% 4% 3%
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The	complexity	of	managing	many	different	survey	types,	combined	with	the	benefits	of	being	able	
to look at trends in behaviors across the company has led 44% of organizations to use the same 
survey	for	all	feedback	recipients	(see	Table	8).	Of	the	companies	that	use	different	surveys	for	
different	groups	within	their	organizations,	47%	determine	which	survey	to	use	based	on	a	feedback	
recipient’s level (executive vs. manager), rather than their job. Changing the survey based on the 
feedback recipient’s job type or based on their job type and level remains the least common practice.

Since 2019, there has been a slight 
shift towards use of multiple surveys 
based on a participant’s level. Although 
the shift is not huge, this does 
decrease the value of the data when 
looking at trends across the enterprise. 

Survey length is one of the most basic 
components of survey design. A survey 
that is too short loses its validity and a 
survey that is too long can become
cumbersome and time consuming for
raters and feedback recipients. Among

the companies in our study, the shortest 360 Feedback survey contained 10 questions; the longest 
had 130 questions.

360	Feedback	surveys	should	contain	sufficient	numerically	rated	questions	to	provide	reliable	and	
meaningful measurement. (26) The length of 360 surveys has gradually increased during the time 
we’ve been conducting this study. In 2004, 64% of companies were using 360 surveys with more 
than 40 questions. In this year’s study, 71% of companies reported using a survey with more than 
40 questions. 

TABLE 8

Was the survey content: 

 2013 2016 2019 2022

Different, depending on participant’s level 28% 34% 40% 47%

The same for all participants 53% 47% 46% 44%

Different, depending on participant’s job AND level — 9% 10% 8%

Different, depending on participant’s job 19% 9% 4% 1%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%

FIGURE 6

How many questions does the survey contain? 2016           

2019

2022

1 to 20

49%

15%

8%

41 to 60

16%

34%
38%

61 and up

18% 19%

33%

21 to 40

17%

32%

21%

Average number of  
survey questions: 52

Many 360 Feedback surveys also include open-ended questions so respondents can provide direct 
feedback in their own words. These types of questions allow respondents to comment on topics not 
covered in the standard survey, elaborate on their numeric feedback, and add a personal touch to 
the feedback that helps (and sometimes hinders) acceptance of the feedback among ratees. 

When done well, open-ended comments can add richness to the survey results. But some 
guidance may be helpful to increase the likelihood that raters provide useful feedback in their 
open-ended comments. (25) While open-ended questions can add considerable detail to 360 
Feedback	responses,	there	is	still	a	trade-off	in	terms	of	the	time	it	takes	to	complete	them,	as	
writing	open	ended	responses	can	increase	survey	time—often	as	much	as	five	times	the	length	of	
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DECISION #7
What type of rating scale will we use?
96% of the organizations include some form of quantified rating scale on their 360 Feedback 
survey. While the question of the “ideal” scale was once quite common, it appears the 5-point scale 
has	become	the	clear	winner	with	92%	of	companies	using	a	5-point	rating	scale	(see	Table	9)—a	
dominant	result	for	20	years.	This	is	consistent	with	our	2016	and	2019	findings	when	the	5-point	
scale	represented	80%	and	84%	of	responses	respectively.	The	benefit	of	a	5-point	scale	is	it	is	
short enough to allow raters to rapidly respond to the survey, and yet varied enough to allow a
range of views to be expressed.

Frequently, 360 ratings are skewed toward the 
positive,	and	companies	often	struggle	to	find	
ways to get employees to use the lower end of 
the scale when providing feedback. While some 
companies may try to increase the number of 
points on the rating scale in the hopes that 
raters will be more critical in their feedback, 
research	shows	a	more	effective	method	is	
changing the rating labels to be more positively 
worded.	Rating	labels	can	significantly	influence	
the distribution, variability, and mean scores of 
360 Feedback results.(17)

In contrast to the nearly universal alignment 
among companies with the number of points they 
include on the rating scale, there is less consis-
tency in terms of the type of rating scale used. 

quantitative-only surveys. As a result, open-ended questions are not always used, and the number 
of open-ended questions is often kept low. 

100% of companies used at least one open-ended question 
and an overwhelming majority (89%) included two or 
three questions	(see	Figure	7).	This	represents	a	significant	
increase from the 2013 and 2016 studies when 85% and 84% 
of organizations respectively reported including open-ended 
questions. On the other hand, this falls in line with the results 
from 2009 when 98% of organizations reported using at least 
one open-ended question. This year’s study found companies 
use anywhere from one to twelve open-ended questions on 
their 360 Feedback surveys. The mean number of open-ended 
questions was 2.6 with the median value of 2 and a standard 
deviation of 1.7. 

 

FIGURE 7

How many open-ended questions are included?
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TABLE 8

How many points are on your rating scale?

 2009 2013 2016 2019 2022

3-points — 1% — 1% —

4-points 4% 6% 3% 3% 1%

5-points 76% 87% 80% 84% 92%

6-points — 2% 6% 3% 3% 

7-points 16% 2% 3% 4% 3%

8-points — — 1% — —

9-points — 1% — — —

10-points 4% 1% 7% 4% —

92% of companies used  
a 5-point rating scale 
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The “development need” rating scale (i.e., “Considerable Development Needed” to “No Develop-
ment Needed”) was the most common (see Figure 8). The second most popular type of rating scale 
was the “frequency” scale, which is used by 31% of companies, followed by the “agreement” scale 
which was used in 22% of companies. Very few companies include “importance” ratings, “relative 
effectiveness,”	or	“descriptive	rating”	scales.

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 

FIGURE 8

Do your rating scale anchors measure:

59%

31%

22%

19%

8%

4%

1%

Development need (such as ”considerable  
development needed” to ”no development needed)

Frequency (such as ”always” or ”daily”)

Agreement (such as ”strongly disagree”  
to ”strongly agree”)

Effectiveness (such as ”not effective”  
to ”very effective”)

Importance (such as ”very important for the job”)

Relative effectiveness (such as ”comparable  
to peers” to ”better than peers”)

Descriptiveness (such as ”very undescriptive”  
to ”very descriptive”)
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Rater Selection and  
Orientation

Choosing who will complete the survey, often referred to as “rater selection,” is an exceedingly 
important aspect of the 360 Feedback process. Not only do the selected raters have a big impact 
on	the	results,	but	selecting	raters	can	influence	how	the	feedback	recipients	view	their	results	and	
how much of an impact the results have on the feedback recipients’ professional development. 
A feedback recipient who feels their chosen raters provided biased or unfair feedback is likely to 
dismiss the results as invalid. In contrast, a well-balanced group of 
raters, and some control over who is selected to provide feedback, 
will	positively	affect	whether	the	feedback	recipient	is	compelled	
to make behavioral changes based on their feedback results. 

 
DECISION #8
Which rater groups will we include? 
In theory, anyone who has the opportunity to observe the feedback recipients’ behavior on the job 
can provide useful feedback as a rater. In practice, raters typically include members from all or

 some of the following categories: supervisors, peers, 
direct reports, business partners, customers, as well as 
the feedback recipients themselves. There are a variety 
of opinions as to the usefulness of self-ratings. Generally, 
companies ask for self-ratings based on the premise 
that being able to compare self-ratings to other ratings 
can provide a useful window into an individual’s level of 
self-awareness. Presumably, alignment between self and 
other ratings is assumed to be an indication the feedback 
recipient is self-aware (or at least is aware of how they are 
perceived by others). 

In general, the data suggest direct reports, peers, manager, 
and self are the standard set of rater groups. While there 
are other rater groups (e.g., “customers”) included by 
some companies, the inclusion of these core four groups 
has been stable for twenty years (see Table 10).

 2002 2004 2009 2016 2019 2022

Peer 87% 86% 96% 88% 97% 96%

Self 87% 91% 92% 85% 93% 96%

Direct Reports 91% 93% 98% 89% 95% 89%

Direct Manager 91% 91% 94% 87% 92% 88%

Second Manager — — — — 57% 30%

Customer 35% 32% 33% 7% 40% 24%

Other 22% 18% 37% 17% — 23%

TABLE 10

Which of the following rater groups are included  
in your survey?
Note: participants provided multiple responses to this question

“ If I could do it over  
again I would include  
more raters.”–HR Director
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DECISION #9
Who will select and approve raters? 
Some 360 Feedback experts believe raters should be chosen solely by the feedback recipient in 
order to ensure a sense of ownership and buy-in from the recipient. Others argue that to ensure a 
well-balanced set of observations, an objective third party or manager needs to choose the raters. 

The most common choice among organizations is to do a combination of 
the two approaches by asking the feedback recipient to select the raters 
first	and	then	have	the	person’s	manager	or	HR	approve	the	list.

Feedback recipient-driven rater selection with manager approval 
has been the dominant method of rater selection since our first 
benchmark study in 2002 (see Table 11). 

We found that 12% of companies used Human Resources only to approve 
raters. Interestingly, when we dig into these responses in greater detail, 
we	find	only	4%	of	companies	choose	raters	via	a	Human	Resources	
Information	System	(HRIS),	while	8%	had	HR	staff	approve	raters.	

The level of manager and Human Resources involvement has varied over 
the last twenty years, but in general, there has been an increase in both 
manager and human resource involvement. This was further illustrated by 
the write-in responses in the “other” category which included some new 
iterations of manager and HR approval, being, “Participant with manager 
& HR approval” and “Participant with HR approval.” This trend illustrates 
the importance companies place on accountability, which is a necessary 
component of behavior change.

TABLE 11

Who chooses raters? 

 2002 2004 2009 2013 2016 2019 2022

Participant with manager approval 41% 41% 61% 42% 45% 59% 48%

Participant only 35% 34% 31% 17% 19% 24% 30%

Human Resources only 14% 10% 4% 25% 19% 9% 12%

Participant with manager & HR approval — — — — — — 5%

Participant with HR approval — — — — — — 5%

Manager only 7% 1% 2% 10% 12% 8% 0%

Other 3% 14% 2% 6% 5% — —

To be valid, 360 ratings need to be 
provided by people who have an 
adequate opportunity to observe 
and are motivated to provide 
balanced, honest feedback. 
To assure feedback providers 
are appropriate, a majority of 
companies follow the best practice 
of asking participants to choose 
their raters and then having their 
manager approve the list. Only 
30% of companies rely exclusively 
on self-chosen raters—likely to 
prevent inflated ratings that can 
result when participations choose 
only those who raters likely to 
provide positive feedback.

Each	360	Feedback	design	choice	that	an	organization	makes	will	influence	both	the	quality	and	
validity	of	the	feedback	recipients	receive.	Clear	and	effective	communication	with	all	the	key	
stakeholders (feedback recipients, raters, managers, etc.), is one of the most important factors in a 
successful 360 implementation. Without a clear understanding of the purpose and process, raters 
providing feedback may skew their responses and feedback recipients are unlikely to trust or 
act	on	the	results.	Likewise,	rater	training	is	one	of	the	most	effective	methods	for	improving	the	
quality and credibility of feedback provided by raters.
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DECISION #10
How will we orient the feedback recipients and raters to the process? 
Because 360 Feedback processes vary so much based on the program within which they are 
embedded, it is important to orient feedback recipients and raters to the process. A clear 
introduction to the purpose, uses of data, timing, and survey methods can simplify administration 
and minimize confusion (particularly for the 52% of organizations that use 360 Feedback in 
multiple talent management programs). 

25% of companies introduce the 360 Feedback process to participants through a formal orientation 
by their human resources department or other internal group (Table 12). Half of organizations 
polled said they introduce the process through written communication (a letter or email) sent to 
feedback recipients, and 25% of organizations reported they introduce the program to feedback 
recipients	in	a	one-on-one	setting.	These	findings	illustrate	how	much	emphasis,	time	and	
resources organizations allocate to pre-survey administration. 

Rater training typically consists of 
making raters aware of the purpose 
of 360 Feedback and the various 
types of rater errors and biases (e.g., 
the	leniency	effect	or	the	halo	effect)	
that commonly occur when making 
observations of behavior. While rater 
training was much less common in 
2009, a large majority of organizations 
(76%) have shifted to providing 
at least some form of training for 
raters (Table 13). This demonstrates 
an increased understanding about 
the value of rater training. Of the 
companies that provide rater 
training, the most popular method 
is still text included in the survey 
(60%). While this method is likely 
less	effective	than	in-person	training	
with opportunities to ask questions 
and practice, certainly including 
instructions in survey text is better 
than providing no training at all.

TABLE 12

How do you introduce the 360 process to feedback recipients?
Note: participants provided multiple responses to this question

 2013 2016 2019 2022

Described in letter or email 34% 54% 57% 50%

Discussed during group meeting 29% 34% 30% 34%

One-on-one 33% 22% 26% 25%

Formal orientation by HR or other internal employee 40% 33% 30% 25%

Formal orientation by vendor/consultant 6% 9% 10% 16%

Recorded video — — — 5% 

Website — — — 3%

“I wish we had paid more 
attention to rater education—
using more of a change 
management approach.” 
–Director of Talent Management  

TABLE 13

How do you train raters to complete surveys?
Note: participants provided multiple responses to this question

 2009 2013 2016 2019 2022

Text included in the survey 56% 45% 54% 66% 60%

Email 6% 29% 31% 38% 25%

No Training 61% 26% 24% 11% 24% 

Recorded Video — — — — 10%

Web Training 19% 14% 12% 14% 8%

Teleconference 6% 5% 0% 2%  3% 

In-person training 13% 35% 21% 16%  1%
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Completing Surveys and 
Generating Reports

With technological advances, collecting surveys and generating reports have become faster and 
easier	than	the	early	days	when	paper	surveys	were	sent	and	returned	via	the	post	office.	While	
technology	has	significantly	changed	nearly	every	aspect	of	the	process,	the	data	suggest	that	for	
4% of organizations, paper is still in use.  

DECISION #11
How will we collect data? 
There are two main ways in which organizations collect 360 Feedback survey data: “traditional” 
paper surveys and electronic surveys. The use of electronic surveys has become an attractive 
alternative for 360 Feedback program managers because of the ease of administration, accuracy 
in scoring, and real-time response rate tracking. Using the Internet and other electronic means 
for	data	collection,	processing,	and	analysis	provides	significant	time	savings	over	the	traditional	
paper methods. For this reason, an overwhelming majority (96%) of organizations use only 
electronic 360 Feedback surveys (see Table 14), which is more than double the frequency of usage 
from 18 years ago. 

While it may seem surprising that 4% of 
organizations still use paper surveys in 
combination with electronic surveys, this is a 
good reminder that not all employees may have 
company-provided computers or even company 
email addresses to receive survey invitations. For 
example, employees in some job roles, such as 
food service, construction, utility workers, or truck 
drivers, may need alternate methods for providing 
(and receiving) feedback.

In the previous edition of the study, we added 
two	new	questions	on	survey	technology.	The	first	
was, “On which internet-capable devices can 

 2004 2009 2013 2016 2019 2022

Internet only 41% 86% 70% 81% 93% 96%

Both paper and internet 44% 12% 17% 12% 5% 4%

Paper only 10% 0% 12% 3% 2% —

Other 5% — — 5% — —

TABLE 13

How do raters complete surveys?
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“We should have hired 
someone from outside to 
manage the process.”  
–Director of Talent Management

DECISION #12
Who will score the surveys and generate the reports? 
Some companies use internal resources to handle the technical aspects of scoring and generating 
reports, while others use an outside vendor to assist in this process. Using an outside vendor for 
this aspect of the 360 process is often preferable because it lends objectivity, anonymity, and 
confidentiality	to	the	results. (27) Employees may realize when 360 Feedback is collected on internal 
servers	or	by	HR,	their	responses	can	be	accessed	by	other	employees	(e.g.,	IT	staff).	Furthermore,	
many program managers report having the data sent to a third party gives their program the 
benefit	of	real	and	perceived	data	security,	not	to	mention	the	major	benefit	of	saving	their	own	
time by outsourcing administration.

A	clear	majority	(86%)	of	organizations	recognize	the	benefits	involved	with	hiring	a	vendor	or	
external consultant to score and generate the 360 Feedback reports (Table 15). Looking back over 
the last 18 years, the majority of companies have consistently reported using a vendor for this 
aspect of the 360 Feedback process, and this trend seems to be increasing with 4 out of 5 
companies choosing to leverage external resources. 

 2004 2009 2013 2016 2019 2022

Vendor/consultant 73% 67% 56% 65% 83% 86%

Internal – human resources 21% 29% 38% 24% 17% 13%

Other 6% 4% 6% 11% — 1%

TABLE 15

Who scores the survey and generates reports?

FIGURE 9

On which internet-capable devices can raters complete surveys?
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raters complete surveys?” In 2019, about one third (31%) indicated raters could only use personal 
computers (PCs) and 69% indicated raters could use both PCs and mobile devices to complete 
their 360 Feedback surveys. This year, only 14% of companies took a PC-only approach, and a very 
small minority of companies (1%) conducted surveys exclusively on mobile devices. 

The second question was, “How do raters 
access digital surveys?” Consistent with 2019 
results, in 2022 an overwhelming majority 
(84%) of organizations said raters were able to 
access surveys through an external website 
with a password (e.g., a vendor’s URL). 20% of 
organizations	offered	raters	access	to	surveys	
through an internal internet via Single sign-on 
and	4%	of	organizations	offered	access	through	
both an external website and internal internet.
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DECISION #13
How will surveys be scored and reports generated? 
Depending on the number of feedback recipients, analyzing data and generating 360 Feedback 
reports can be daunting. Many organizations turn to outside vendors or software programs to 
complete this process. There are many options available, including full-service 360 Feedback 
providers that have experts to handle the nuances of the 360 process, as well as desktop software 
programs	that	allow	internal	Human	Resources	staff	to	do	the	administration	themselves.	We	
found the clear preference was for companies to use a web-based reporting tool (91% used this 
method),	while	6%	use	desktop	office	software	and	most	likely	generate	reports	in	house	(Table	16).	

TABLE 15

How are surveys scored and reports generated?

 2013 2016 2019 2022

Automated on-line (web-based reporting) 65% 75% 90%  91%

Desktop 360-specific software 7% 7% 1%  5%

Other 10% — —  3%

Desktop office software (e.g., spreadsheets) 18% 18% 9%  1% 
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Feedback Reports

Clear,	relevant,	and	reliable	360	Feedback	reports	maximize	the	development	benefits	for	feedback	
recipients. One should not need a Ph.D. to read a feedback report. On the other hand, a 360 
Feedback report should not be so simple and trivial that it leaves out valuable information and 
meaningful analysis. In addition to reporting scale scores by overall ratings and rater groups, there 
are several other options to consider when deciding what to include in the feedback report, such as 
reporting normative data, how to show variability in ratings and how to indicate who provided data. 

DECISION #14
Will we require a minimum number of raters? 
Providing	raters	with	anonymity	is	one	of	the	most	effective	ways	to	ensure	accurate	ratings.	Since	
most organizations ensure rater privacy, an important question for consideration is the minimum 
number of raters per category required to present results. This becomes more critical as the number 
of raters for a particular group decreases. For instance, with no minimum threshold, if only one 
direct report replies to the survey invitation, the feedback recipient can clearly see exactly how that 
rater	responded	to	the	survey.	To	protect	the	anonymity	of	raters,	most	organizations	define	a

decision rule for how many raters must respond from a 
particular rater group for that group’s data to appear in the 
report. For example, if the number of raters is below this 
minimum threshold, then those ratings may get rolled into 
overall score. This issue can prove challenging for small or 
flat	companies	with	small	numbers	of	direct	reports	or	peers.	

The	current	study	confirms	the	most	common	decision	rule	
is to require a minimum of 3 raters to provide feedback 
(see Table 17). As the Table illustrates, a small minority of 
organizations (6%) are far more stringent requiring more 
than 3 per rater category, which is a marked decrease 
compared to the 32% who required more than 3 in 2013. 
The number of companies requiring no minimum to display 
data declined precipitously since 2013, a positive sign more 
practitioners are recognizing the importance of anonymity.

TABLE 17

What, if any, is the minimum number of raters per 
category (e.g., peers, direct reports) for data to show 
in a report? 

 2004 2009 2013 2016 2019 2022

No Minimum 12% 12% 19% 16% 9% 3%

Two Raters 6% 14% 11% 16% 8% 8%

Three Raters 69% 64% 38% 51% 63% 83%

Four Raters 3% 2% 10% 5% 8% 5%

Five Raters 8% 4% 10% 7% 7% —

Six Raters — 4% 7% 2% 1% 1%

More than Six — 0% 5% 2% 4% —
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Another consideration when designing a 360 Feedback process is whether to include a list of rater 
names in the report. Including a list of invited raters can help remind the feedback recipient who 
had the opportunity to provide feedback from each group (“Did I include all my direct reports, 

or did I exclude the new hire?”), which can aid in interpreting the results. 
Invited rater names can help remind both feedback recipient and coach 
what types of raters may comprise results in each rater group, which in 
turn assist in a clearer interpretation of the data. 

Even better for understanding the data is the option of listing respondent 
names (those who completed the survey, not just those invited) in the 
report. For example, one can imagine a feedback recipient interpreting 

data this way: “Did my recent new hire respond? Because if so, I understand the feedback about 
micromanaging. But if it’s my superstar employee is saying that, then I may have a problem”. 

Since the release of the 6th edition, there has been notable progress in this area, with 65% of 
organizations including either rater or respondent names on their 360 Feedback reports (see Table 
19).	For	the	35%	of	companies	leaving	names	off	the	report	entirely,	this	choice	is	most	likely	

DECISION #15
What features will be in our reports? 
In any 360 Feedback report, there are many ways to present how the responses vary (e.g., an 
average score of 3 resulting from a 1 and a 5 rating, instead of two ratings of 3). Understanding 
variation can help the feedback recipient to better interpret their data. Variability can be presented 
by showing raw scores or by illustrating results graphically to show frequency distributions, standard 
deviations, ranges of scores, or a combination thereof. We provided a list of common report 
features, including options for presenting variability, and asked study respondents to select all the 
elements shown in their 360 Feedback reports (Tables 18, 19, and 20). As you can see in Table 18, 
quantitative analysis is more highly valued than in previous years with the most dramatic increases 
in the use of group comparison features and measures of variability.

“I wish we had included  
more quantitative insights  
in our 360 reports.”  
–Director of Leadership Assessment

TABLE 18

Which of the following features are included in your 360 Feedback report? 
Note: participants provided multiple responses to this question

ITEM SCORES 2016 2019 2022

Average scores by item 71% 81% 90%

Results reported separately for  
each rater group by item 53% 65% 80%

Sorted item results (i.e., high to low) 40% 49% 33%

VARIABILITY 2016 2019 2022

Graphic display of variation in ratings 41% 49% 68%

Frequency distribution 17% 19% 27%

Standard deviation 9% 15% 9%

COMPETENCY SCORES 2016 2019 2022

Average scores by competency/dimension 64% 81% 86%

Results reported separately for each  
rater group by competency/dimension 54% 72% 77%

Sorted competency results (i.e. high to low) 29% 40% 20%

GROUP COMPARISONS 2016 2019 2022

Blind spot analysis (self vs. others) 46% 63% 84%

Difference scores comparing others to self 34% 51% 66%

Difference scores comparing rater groups 29% 40% 59%
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TABLE 19

Which of the following features are included in your  
360 Feedback report? 

RATER NAMES 2009 2013 2016 2019 2022

No names included 82% 85% 68% 58% 35%

Invited rater names (everyone who  
is invited to provide ratings) 14% 8% 24% 35% 53%

Respondent names (only those who  
actually respond and provide ratings) 4% 7% 8% 7% 12%

intended as an extreme attempt to protect the anonymity of the raters. In practice, this approach 
may	not	be	as	effective	as	HR	staff	think,	because	often	feedback	recipients	find	out	from	raters	
who did and who did not complete the survey. Understanding who actually provided feedback, but 
without	names	associated	with	specific	ratings,	can	be	very	helpful	in	interpreting	surveys	results.	

Participant supports, like report reading tips 
and development suggestions, help to ensure 
feedback recipients understand their 360 
results and how to apply their 360 data to 
change their behavior and grow as leaders. A 
well-designed 360 Feedback report should be 
easy to read, but any data set can be misinter-
preted, especially if a leader is rushed, 
stressed, or resistant to feedback. Report 
reading tips encourage participants to take a 
balanced and thoughtful approach to review-
ing	their	results.	Nearly	four	out	of	five	(79%)	
of organizations include report reading tips in 
their 360 Feedback reports (see Table 20).

Development suggestions derived from the numeric ratings add an 
additional layer of support for a leader who may be struggling to put their 
results into action, or a leader who is ready to act upon the insights from 
their 360 Feedback report. Development suggestions can be customized 
to the needs of individual organizations and often include short- and long-
term suggestions for improvement and appropriate readings for leaders 
who want to take a deeper dive. Typically, development suggestions are 
presented only for lower-scoring items or competencies.

Report reading tips and development suggestions are helpful for a leader regardless of the other 
types of development support available to them, i.e., a meeting with their direct manager or a 360 
Feedback coach. In fact, both tools can be powerfully leveraged by a manager or 360 Feedback coach 
in supporting a feedback recipient who is creating development goals or an individual action plan.

Some companies choose to include 
comparison data alongside feedback 
responses to standardize interpretation. 
The most common method is to include 
normative data from some meaningful 
group of respondents (e.g., national norms 
representing	leaders	at	many	different	
organizations or a subset of leaders within 
the company). Normative comparisons are 
often displayed as average scores for both 
subscales and individual questions.

Opinions vary considerably regarding the usefulness of normative data. Proponents of using 
normative data feel they can be useful for evaluating individuals against a standard. (28) Including 
normative averages on the feedback report can make it easier for feedback recipients to put their 
scores in context (i.e., is a “3.9” rating high or low?). Norms may be especially important for 360 

TABLE 20

Which of the following features are included 
in your 360 Feedback report? 
Note: participants provided multiple responses  
to this question

PARTICIPANT SUPPORT 2019 2022

Report Reading Tips 54% 79%
Development Suggestions 40% 33%

“I wish we had provided better 
resources to help convert 
feedback to actionable 
development goals.” 
–Learning & Development Manager
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Feedback interpretation since ratings tend to be positively skewed. (17) Another way norms are used 
is	to	account	for	different	base	rates	for	various	questions,	so	rank	ordering	behaviors	becomes	
more meaningful. For instance, an average score of 3.9 on an item that was rated on 5-point scale 
may seem like a positive score. However, if the typical score for that question among leaders at the 
company is 4.4, perhaps that question should still be considered an area for improvement.

Half of organizations (50%) include some 
form of normative comparison in their 
reports, with that number increasing to 
52% if we include companies who use prior 
year scores. In general, the use of norms is 
decreasing in popularity, though the shift is 
not large and is mostly driven by a decrease 
in comparing to prior year’s scores (see 
Table 21). 

DECISION #16
How will we present responses to open-ended questions? 
Open-ended questions have the power to add depth and detail to a 360 Feedback report. As 
illustrated in Table 22, most organizations report open-ended responses verbatim (85%) with only 
12% of companies screening the comments. This trend may be explained by the fact that open-
ended comments are often among the most highly valued feedback by feedback recipients. 
Feedback	recipients	may	value	comments	from	raters	specifically	because	they	are	verbatim	and	
contain contextual information that may be hard to convey in numeric ratings. 

TABLE 21

What standard measure, if any, do you have for participants to 
compare their results to?
Note: participants provided multiple responses to this question

 2009 2013 2016 2019 2022

No Standard Measure for Comparison 54% 30% 32% 32% 48%

National Norms 20% 19% 20% 26% 31%

Organizational Norms 26% 34% 36% 29% 19%

Previous Year’s Scores 6% 26% 31% 11% 2%

TABLE 22

How are open-ended comments processed? 

 2009 2013 2016 2019 2022

Reported verbatim 86% 66% 82% 83% 85%

Screened 9% 16% 7% 13% 12%

Analyzed for theme 3% 18% 11% 4% 3%
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Report Delivery

DECISION #17
Who will receive a copy of the feedback report? 
Determining who should receive a copy of the feedback report might seem like a trivial question; 
however, this decision has far reaching implications. Some believe survey results should remain 
confidential,	so	they	only	share	the	report	directly	with	the	feedback	recipients.	Others	feel	the	
feedback will only create real change if the feedback recipient’s direct manager or an HR represen-
tative also receives the report. When the manager or HR personnel are involved, it ensures the 
feedback recipient is held accountable, and results are not ignored. (10) At the same time, providing 
reports to the manager or Human Resources increases the likelihood the results will be used for 
administrative	purposes	(e.g.,	promoting,	firing,	pay	increase),	whether	or	not	that	is	the	intent.

Although the vast majority (94%) of organizations 
provide a copy of the 360 Feedback report to 
feedback recipients, only 23% of companies 
provide the report to the participant’s manager, 
which is a notable decline. 44% of companies 
provide the report to Human Resources. While this 
trend may suggest a decline in accountability for 
the	survey	results,	there	was	a	significant	jump	in	
the number of organizations (from 30% or less in 
2016 to 51%) who provide a 360 Feedback coach 
with a copy of the report. This increase in coach 
involvement, combined with the steady emphasis 

on development as the primary purpose for a 360 (see Table 5), suggests organizations may be 
leveraging a neutral third party (the coach) to provide accountability for behavior change. This trend 
may also be an acknowledgement that 360 Feedback scores are more often used diagnostically to 
establish a development plan rather than as an outcome criterion to measure success. 

TABLE 23

Who receives a copy of the report?
Note: participants provided multiple responses to this question

 2009 2013 2016 2019 2022

Participant 96% 78% 84% 83% 94%

360 Feedback Coach 23% 24% 30% 59% 51%

Participant’s Direct Manager 39% 59% 51% 35% 23%

Human Resources 37% 60% 47% 29% 44%
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DECISION #18
How will we deliver results to feedback recipients? 
Most companies treat 360 Feedback reports as highly sensitive documents. Many choose to make 
the actual experience of receiving the report more personal, while others choose a simpler 
automated method of electronic distribution. A small percent of companies (2%) deliver the reports 
in a workshop setting (Table 24). Consistent with our past studies, the electronic method of 
distribution remains the most prominent, with 67% of companies delivering 360 Feedback reports 
via email or online. 30% of companies choose to have the reports delivered by the coach. Others 
distribute the reports “in person” or hold a “meeting with Human Resources and manager to review 
report, [then have the] report emailed to feedback recipient after the meeting.” These results align 
with	other	findings	suggesting	the	importance	of	including	a	feedback	coach	in	the	360	process.

DECISION #19
What type of development support will we provide to  
feedback recipients? 
One	of	the	ways	companies	differ	most	is	in	the	variety	of	support	offered	to	feedback	recipients	
once they receive their report. Organizations have options ranging from simply sending the 
reports to the feedback recipients and leaving the professional development entirely to them or, at 
the other end of the continuum, providing structured coaching and follow-up development 
activities throughout the year. 

“NEVER launch a survey process/program without coaching resources and 
a coaching plan in place. Without a coach to help participants review their 
feedback, all time and effort put into the survey process is lost because 
the participants will either put their reports in a drawer and discount the 
results, OR worse, they will go on a witch hunt to find out who said what.” 
–Jerilyn Hayward, Associate Director, Selection and Assessment Solutions

88% of respondents said a  
1:1 debrief is ”essential” to  
the 360 process.

TABLE 24

How is the 360 Feedback report delivered to the participant?
*Note: participants provided multiple responses to this question

  2002* 2004 2009 2013 2016 2019 2022

Electronically (via email or online) 35% 34% 57% 43% 56% 53% 67%

Given to the participant by a facilitator or coach 30% 32% 28% 27% 24% 35% 30%

Workshop setting 28% 16% 2% 4% 6% 8% 2%

Given to the participant by a manager 16% 15% 6% 20% 11% 5% 2%
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While nearly half (45%) of organizations require feedback recipients to work with their manager to 
understand the report and develop a plan for change, this represents a notable decline from prior 
years. On the other hand, as with previous studies, 1:1 feedback coaching was by far the most 
common developmental support provided. Indeed, with nearly 90% of companies providing 1:1 
feedback coaching and 88% of respondents saying 1:1 feedback coaching is essential, this 
approach to supporting leaders may now be a ubiquitous component of 360 Feedback processes.

As indicated in Table 25, every year since 2004, 1:1 feedback coaching (88%) and developing a plan 
with a manager (45%) have remained the most common forms of follow up support. While work-
shops, action planning (both live and online), and resource libraries are also relatively common-
place, very few organizations (only 2%) offer no development support to 360 Feedback recipients. 

88% of companies offer 
participants a 1:1 feedback 
coaching/debrief 

TABLE 25

What, if any, development support is available to participants?
Note: participants provided multiple responses to this question

  2002 2004 2009 2013 2016 2019 2022

1:1 feedback coaching/debrief 70% 68% 65% 60% 63% 76% 88%

Develop plan with manager 20% 76% 69% 65% 59% 58% 45%

Action planning document — — — — — 43% 40%

Development suggestions in  
the report based on results — — — — — 40% 33%

Workshops/Training – live 71% 54% 18% 37% 41% 39% 19%

Resource library  — 6% 18% 26% 29% 31% 19%

Workshops/Training – online 18% 31% 12% 32% 27% 28% 16%

None (report only) — 1% 2% 7% 7% 4% 2%
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Feedback  
Coaching/Debrief

Over time, we have consistently seen that companies value follow-up coaching as part of the 
360 Feedback process. Due to the popularity of coaching support for 360 Feedback recipients, 
we included a section to investigate how organizations typically use coaches to debrief the 360 
Feedback	results.	We	were	particularly	interested	in	how	coaches	are	trained	and	certified,	 
how coaching is typically delivered, and whether coaches tend to be external consultants or 
internally sourced. 

DECISION #20
What type of training or certification do our 360 Feedback  
coaches need? 
Feedback	coaches	may	be	formally	certified	to	deliver	feedback	using	off-the-shelf	360	Feedback	
instruments, particularly for products where the reports are complex, or the leadership model 
being	used	is	highly	nuanced.	Professionals	also	have	access	to	many	coaching	institutes	that	offer	
formal	certification	in	executive	coaching,	most	of	which	cover	360	Feedback	in	their	module	on	
interpreting assessments. Despite the success of the micro-industry around certifying coaches, 
only	30%	of	companies	use	coaches	who	are	formally	certified	on	the	instrument	(see	Table	26).	In	
lieu	of	formal	certification,	just	over	half	(54%)	of	companies	assure	coaches	have	at	least	received	
some	training	for	a	specific	360	Feedback	tool.	Interestingly,	a	small	minority	of	companies	(16%)	
provide no training at all to feedback coaches.

TABLE 26

What type of training on the instrument did your 
coaches/feedback facilitators receive?

 2013 2016 2019 2022

Trained on the instrument 49% 57% 58% 54%

Formally certified 30% 21% 29% 30%

No training on the instrument 21% 23% 14% 16%
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DECISION #21
Will we hire external 360 Feedback coaches or use internal staff? 

The decision to use internal or external coaches usually requires 
considering	budget,	competencies	of	internal	staff,	and	the	impor-
tance	of	confidentiality	regarding	feedback	results	and	development	
activities. While internal coaching can limit direct program expenses, 
external coaching may provide a higher quality coaching experience 
and possibly a greater ROI for the program. External coaches can 
provide real and perceived objectivity, expertise in individual-level 
leadership	development,	and	confidentiality	that	may	be	important	
factors for feedback recipients to gain acceptance and appropriately 
use the feedback. Also, HR departments that do not carry full-time 
Organizational	Development	(OD)	professionals	or	coaches	on	staff	
often	find	they	do	not	have	the	right	skill	sets	internally	to	provide	
high quality coaching, particularly to the most senior executives. 

56% of organizations use internal coaches, such as managers, HR 
professionals, or training and development specialists, and 64% 
of organizations hire external coaches for 360 Feedback coaching 
(Figure 10). The exclusive use of external coaches increased 
dramatically	from	26%	in	2019	to	44%	in	2022.	This	trend	may	reflect	
the	recognition	of	the	difference	in	quality	and	expertise,	as	well	
as the ubiquity of video conference in remote work, which makes 
scheduling easier and decreases the cost of external coaching.

FIGURE 10

Are your coaches/feedback facilitators:

External  
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Note: participants provided multiple 
responses to this question

DECISION #22
How will our feedback coaches deliver results? 

Due to the sensitive nature of the conversations, many feedback 
recipients assume that coaching will be conducted during an 
in-person meeting; however, this kind of conversation can also 
be conducted remotely, which is often less costly and may even 
encourage the feedback recipient to discuss challenges more  
openly. (21) Not surprisingly given the shift to more remote work in the 
last three years, the use of video conferencing has become the norm 
and in-person coaching has declined precipitously.

TABLE 26

Are debrief session delivered:
Note: participants provided multiple responses  
to this question

 2016 2019 2022

Video call (such as Skype) 12% 51% 84%

In person 96% 84% 47%

By phone 42% 56% 20%
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Like	any	investment,	360	Feedback	processes	need	to	be	cost	effective.	Presumably,	companies	
invest	in	360	Feedback	because	they	get	a	return	for	the	effort	and	the	cost.	And	yet,	only	5%	of	
companies conduct a rigorous ROI study of their 360 Feedback process. Mostly, companies report 
this is because no one has asked for proof that the 360 Feedback process achieved the anticipated 
return on investment. When an inquiry about ROI has been made, respondents indicate the 
financial	data	are	not	available	or	the	cost	of	the	study	itself	would	be	too	expensive	to	justify.	
Lastly,	many	companies	recognize	causality	is	too	difficult	to	prove.	While	identifying	costs	is	quite	
simple,	quantifying	the	financial	benefits	of	a	360	Feedback	process	is	challenging,	at	best.	Thus,	
while executives may have a passing interest in the return on investment for their 360 Feedback

process, the pragmatics of rigorously examining the question 
prevent nearly all companies from conducting a study. 
Further, executives’ personal experience with 360 Feedback 
may	have	made	the	benefits	so	clear	that	spending	more	
money to prove its value would be wasteful.

The ROI of 360 Feedback

FIGURE 11

In the last 5 years, has your organization 
conducted a rigorous ROI analysis of the financial 
benefits of your 360 Feedback process?
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Don’t 
Know 

19%

Yes 5%

While companies have largely chosen not to conduct formal 
ROI studies on their 360 Feedback practices, they clearly see 
the	process	as	benefiting	the	business.	Some	companies	see	
benefits	in	decreased	turnover	and	increased	customer	
satisfaction, an overwhelming majority (88%) of companies see 
360 Feedback as a tool to increase retention of high potential 
leaders. This supports the notion that high potential leaders 
value a feedback-rich environment, recognize the importance 
of workplace relationships, and are consistently looking for 
ways to improve. The other standout result suggested 77% of 
companies	see	360	Feedback	benefitting	the	business	by	
helping leaders make better decisions.   

FIGURE 12

If not, then why not?
Note: participants provided multiple responses to this question
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FIGURE 13

What business metrics does your 360 Feedback 
process improve? 
Note: participants provided multiple responses to this question
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Having the trust and support of everyone involved (upper management, raters, feedback recipi-
ents,	etc.)	makes	a	tremendous	difference	in	the	ease	and	effectiveness	of	a	360	Feedback	pro-
cess. Senior leadership support sends the message through the organization that 360 Feedback is 
a value-added business tool worthy of investment. When feedback recipients trust the results of 
the	360	Feedback	process,	they	are	more	likely	to	make	demonstrable	efforts	toward	improving	
their leadership skills. 

TRUST IN THE PROCESS
A critical question about attitudes toward 360 Feedback is whether feedback recipients trust the 
360 process. Two out of every three feedback recipients (66%) have “complete trust in the 360 
process,” and only 5% reported feedback recipients had no trust in the process. Hopefully, 
this	finding	reflects	improvements	in	process	design	and	implementation.	While	this	is	a	positive	
trend and represents an increase from prior years, companies could still do more to improve 
the climate of trust around the 360 Feedback process. This trust is critical in getting feedback 
recipients to respond to their feedback. This trust can be fostered by 360 Feedback practitioners 
through	preparation,	communication,	confidentiality,	and	objectivity.	

EXECUTIVE SUPPORT
Overall, upper management tends to be consistently very 
supportive of 360 Feedback. In 2022, senior leadership at 
83% of companies was supportive of their 360 Feedback 
process (see Table 28). 15% of respondents felt senior 
leadership was neutral about their 360 Feedback process. 
Only 2% of senior leaders were unsupportive.

While most leaders seem to support 360 Feedback in their 
organizations, the CEO, CHRO, and CLO were stronger 

Attitudes about 360 Feedback

TABLE 27

In your opinion, how supportive is Senior Leader-
ship of 360 Feedback in your organization?

  2009 2013 2016 2019 2022

Supportive or  
Very Supportive 89% 71% 77% 82% 83%

Neither Supportive  
nor Unsupportive 8% 21% 18% 14% 15%

Unsupportive or  
Very Unsupportive 3% 8% 5% 4% 2%
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FIGURE 14

More specifically, what do the following leaders in your organization think of 360 Feedback?

advocates than front line managers and the CFO (see Figure 14). While fewer CFOs were supportive 
than other senior executives, fully 65% of CFOs were supportive or strong advocates of 360 Feedback, 
as were 61% of front-line managers. Not surprisingly, the strongest support came from Human 
Resources, where 56% of CHROs and 58% of CLOs were “strong advocates” for the 360 Feedback 
process	and	another	31%	and	23%,	respectively,	were	“supportive.”	These	findings	may	further	
explain the fact that companies have largely avoided conducting ROI studies of their 360 Feedback 
practice. With such strong widespread support, the value of 360 Feedback processes may be self-
evident to senior leadership, which may prevent them from wanting to spend additional resources 
to	“prove”	its	benefit.
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13%
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48%

10%

 Chro  87% 

 CLO  81%

 Ceo 78%

 Cfo 65%

 FRONT 61%  
 LINE  
 LEADERS 

 CHRO CLO CEO CFO FLL

Strong advocate for use in talent development 56% 58% 43% 23% 13%

Supportive, encourages widespread participation 31% 23% 35% 42% 48%

Neutral, possible unaware of the program 9% 13% 19% 29% 30%

Unenthusiastic, but accepting of the practice 2% 6% 3% 6% 10%

Actively opposed to 360s 2% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

19%

35%

3%

s u p p o rt 
f o r  3 6 0 
feedback

Overall 
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Organizations appear optimistic about maintaining or expanding their 360 Feedback usage in the 
future. Table 29 illustrates that 72% of organizations expect to continue or expand their 
current 360 Feedback process in the future. Only 4% of companies felt they would be giving 
fewer employees feedback in the coming year. Similarly, 77% of companies suggested they 
anticipated a similar or larger budget for 360 Feedback in the coming year. While 15% of companies 
were still unsure of their future budget, only 8% reported plans to decrease spending on their 
program. This is a positive sign that organizations value 360 Feedback as a critical component of 
their talent management initiatives for employees.

TABLE 29

In the coming year, how many employees will 
receive feedback compared to this year?

TABLE 30

Will next year’s 360 budget be bigger, 
smaller, or the same as this year’s?

  2009 2013 2016 2019 2022

The Same 56% 44% 45% 44% 42%

More 32% 30% 34% 32% 30%

Don’t Know 6% 14% 9% 20% 25%

Fewer 6% 12% 12% 4% 4%

  2016 2019 2022

The Same 52% 43% 57%

Bigger 14% 16% 20%

Don’t Know 15% 35% 15%

Smaller 19% 6% 8%

Is 360 Feedback Growing and Evolving?

The 2020 pandemic and associated shift to remote work 
provided an interesting test of how companies use 360 
Feedback. The second quarter of 2020 was almost a complete 
lockdown, where many businesses came to a near halt while 
they	reconfigured	their	work	processes	to	accommodate	
changes in supply chain, remote work, and customer behaviors. 
This was an incredibly stressful time for leaders, and in 64% 
of companies it was also a time to pause their feedback to 
leaders (see Figure 15). About a third of companies maintained 
their pattern of feedback, and a vanguard of 7% of companies 
actually increased feedback to leaders during this time, perhaps 
recognizing the opportunity to use 360 Feedback to support 
leaders and help reassure them about their successes, and/or 
to identify any leaders who were buckling under the pressure 
and needing further support.  

FIGURE 15

During the first year of the pandemic (in 2020), 
how, if at all, did the number of leaders receiving 
360 Feedback change?

Fewer leaders 
received feedback 
64%

360 Feedback  
volume was  
consistent 
29%

More leaders  
received feedback 
7%
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Everything
The whole thing will 
be blown up and we 
will be starting over 

this year

Asked my staff, and 
myself, if there were 
other questions we 

should include

Coach following up  
on next steps

The administration  
side and management  

of the data
Currently, not able to easily 
link and report out on 360 

results across time

I’m new to the 
organization, but I can see 
they need a standardized 
approach with validated 
questions and a better 
feedback mechanism

Find a better 
way to identify 

raters

Next time, I want to  
be more strategic about 

what we’re trying to 
accomplish with our 

360 process
Better marketing 

of the program 
internally

Reduce the number  
of open-ended items 

 on this particular 
instrument

Had more of an 
internal orientation 
about why we were 
doing it, and why it  

is available

More guidance 
in choosing 

raters More help creating the 
questions. Different 

platform: Qualtrics has 
been a nightmare

Not focused on 
internal norms as 
much—external 
norms work fine

We are very happy with  
how this process has gone 
and appreciate the support 

received from our consultants 
... we wish we wouldn’t have 
let so many years pass since 

the last time we did this

Better user  
experience

Built in better/
more interactive 

rater training into 
the process

A lot of the pain points are  
due to a lack of integration into 
talent processes and targeted 

development planning
There are issues with the tool  

and, in general, the culture 
hasn’t always supported 

feedback

Shorter  
surveys 

Included ratings 
 of behaviors, not 

 just competencies 
 (Re-design to add this 

 is underway)

Working on enabling easy 
self-enrollment (right 

now, HR employees have 
to enroll employees after 

they request it)

Trained 
facilitators 

More communication 
around chasing 

raters so employees 
got fuller reports

Use it more  
often for  

development

I wish I could have 
gotten more managers 

to participate and 
believe in the model of 

360 Feedback

I wish we were 
staffed enough to 

offer to more 
leaders each year

If they could be 
easily and 

inexpensively 
tailored to a specific 

leader

Link to pulse survey 
to measure actual 

goal success  
instead of repeating  

entire 360

More follow up 
and development 

expectations 
established

More flexible coach 
certification/training 

process

Tie it to more 
programs/

cadence

We’ve only done it 
once, maybe wider 

participation  
next time

Every year we ask practitioners to share one thing they wish they had done differently in their 
360 Feedback process. The question is optional (and the survey is quite lengthy), but we decided to 
share their thoughts in this edition, verbatim. We hope these are particularly helpful to the 
practitioner	who	is	launching	a	360	Feedback	process	for	the	first-time.

In Their Own Words
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Conclusion

360 Feedback continues to provide valuable input to employee development and talent manage-
ment at organizations of all sizes across every industry. Senior leadership at these organizations 
see their 360 Feedback processes as important value-added components of their talent programs. 
Overall, companies anticipate maintaining or increasing the number of employees participating in 
360 Feedback and they see their investments in 360 Feedback increasing. 

The current study illustrates 360 Feedback processes are not typically stand-alone programs, but 
rather embedded as one component within a variety of talent management programs. One critical 
influence	on	process	design	relates	to	the	degree	to	which	360	Feedback	is	used	for	talent	
management decisions versus being embedded in programs to guide development. The current 
data suggest strongly that employee development is the primary usage for 360 Feedback and 
suggest a trend away from using the tool for talent decisions, including performance management, 
promotion, and pay determinations. While 360 Feedback can be used very successfully for these 
kinds of decisions, (13) unfortunately, few companies choose to do so. 

While companies use 360 Feedback more than ever before, it is unclear the extent to which they 
leverage	the	tool	to	its	full	potential.	Specifically,	we	found	while	some	companies	implement	360	
Feedback for strategic purposes, including talent management, supporting business strategy shifts, 
and developing high potentials, many companies use the tool as an optional resource available on 
an as-needed basis or recommend employees receive feedback annually or biannually. 

The	most	common	profile	of	360	Feedback	process	is	an	HR-driven	guardrail-oriented	program	
available online to develop employees by giving them insights about their behavior with follow-up 
support provided by an external coach. The second most common use case is to require 
employees to receive 360 Feedback as an embedded element of a development program targeted 
at	a	specific	audience	such	as	high-potentials,	leaders	at	a	certain	level,	or	as	part	of	an	annual	
talent review process. Some businesses have found meaningful ways to leverage the 360 Feedback 
process into their standard business cycle and to use 360 Feedback data to guide critical business 
decisions.	But	for	most	companies,	there	is	clearly	a	significant	opportunity	to	build	on	their	
HR-driven programs to get more strategic value out of their 360 Feedback process. 

Several trends in our data suggest some positive movement to more strategic uses of 360 
Feedback. It is encouraging that many companies have stopped using extremely short (less than 
10 item) surveys. Such surveys tend to produce very limited data and are rarely rich enough in 
insights to support development or assessment of talent. Since survey content is one of the most 
important levers for strategic use (11) and relevant survey content is necessary to create behavior 
change, (10) it is encouraging to see companies choosing to use surveys of adequate length to 
provide rich and varied feedback. It is highly encouraging that senior leadership, including the CEO, 
CHRO, CFO and CLO all demonstrate strong support for 360 Feedback as a value-added process. In 
particular, retention of high potentials and helping leaders make sound decisions are seen as the 
business	outcomes	most	influenced	by	360	Feedback.	These	findings	may	explain	why	virtually	no	
one conducts a formal ROI analysis of their 360 process.

As has been the case in prior years, most organizations engage external consultants for at least a 
part	of	the	process;	they	tend	to	use	an	outside	firm	for	scoring	the	results	and	generating	reports	
because	this	provides	better	confidentiality,	objectivity,	and	fairness,	which	in	turn	are	likely	to	
improve data quality. Raters are most often selected by the feedback recipient with manager 
approval and companies are investing more heavily in orienting employees toward the program 
processes and goals, though this orientation is increasingly likely to be delivered via video or over 
the internet rather than in live onsite meetings. 
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Follow-up coaching and rater anonymity are the most highly valued aspects of 360 Feedback 
processes. As has been the case for every study we’ve done over the last 20 years, nearly all 
organizations	provide	1:1	coaching	support	to	feedback	recipients	and/or	require	specific	action	
planning that involves the direct manager. Increasingly, follow-up support involves the use of 
external coaches, and the use of internal coaches has declined. Video conferencing has become 
the norm for feedback coaching, with in-person coaching declining considerably. Generally, 
companies make sure coaches are trained on the 360 Feedback instrument, but few companies 
require	formal	certification.	

While 360 Feedback continues to enjoy widespread popularity in companies of all shapes and 
sizes, both practitioners and researchers still have ample opportunity to innovate and improve 
program designs. While access to surveys on mobile devices has become more common, nearly all 
companies	make	surveys	available	in	a	PC-first	format.		

Many of the current practices documented in this study align with well-researched “best practices.” 
Nonetheless, there remain areas where current practice contradicts the research. Notably, the lack 
of importance companies place on rater training, and the over-emphasis they place on self-ratings 
and open-ended comments suggests some opportunities to infuse research insights into current 
practice. (11) (23) (12)	These	gaps	also	provide	opportunities	for	researchers	to	find	solutions	that	are	
more	practical	for	companies	to	implement,	but	it	also	invites	practitioners	to	continue	finding	
ways to implement features that researchers have proven to be successful. 

As in prior editions, the most comprehensive conclusion from this study is no two 360 Feedback 
processes look alike.	This	diversity	of	design	reflects	the	fact	that	each	of	the	85	companies	designed	
their	360	Feedback	process	to	fit	the	unique	constraints,	resources,	and	goals.	Despite	the	wide	
variability in design choices made by practitioners, 360 Feedback in all its forms continues to be one 
of the most valuable tools available to support excellence in corporate leadership across the globe.

The survey questions were carefully designed by the 3D Group research team, which utilized many 
questions	from	previous	surveys	but	also	added	and	refined	many	questions	for	this	current	survey.	
The data was collected using a wide distribution of electronic surveys. The survey consisted of 78 
questions, including 3 open-ended questions. The possible response options varied from 5-point 
Likert rating scales to multiple-responses sets (“select all that apply”), to single response sets 
(“select only one”). The questions represented in Figures 1, 4, 10, 12, and 13 and Tables 2, 5, 10, 12, 
13, 18, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25, and 26 were presented with the option to select all answers that apply.

Along with study participants from prior years, a sample of 4,755 HR professionals were solicited 
to participate in the study. Participant recruitment took place between January 2022 and July 
2022. Researchers reviewed each survey response carefully to validate the accuracy of the data. 
To further increase the accuracy of the study’s results, we conducted follow-up interviews with 
as many participants as possible. Our study coordinator spoke with more than 20 participating 
companies to clarify their answers and deepen our understanding of their 360 Feedback practices.

Many of the open-ended questions asked for numerical answers. These numerical answers were 
analyzed using basic descriptive statistics. Open-ended responses were categorized and coded 
according to common themes. One round of initial content coding was conducted to group 
common responses. Then the codes were checked and recoded to ensure accuracy and relevance 
to the assigned categories. 
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*Fortune 1000 Companies

BIOTECHNOLOGY

CSL Behring
Danaher Corporation
Sarepta Therapeutics 

BUSINESS SERVICES 

BEATTY
Kingscrest Ltd 

CONSULTING

Accelerated Performance Group
Center for Creative Leadership
Conscious Culture Group
Dixon Executive Coaching Ltd.
JEDInc Coaching & Consulting
Monarch Training & Consulting
Spectra Consulting
Vantage Leadership

ENERGY & UTILITIES

CenterPoint Energy
Chevron
Exelon
United Electric

ENGINEERING 

Leonardo DRS
Parsons Corporation
Anonymous

FINANCIAL

American Century Investments
Raymond James
Southern Auto Finance Company
Summit Park Partners
Ten Oaks Group
WFG
Anonymous (2)

FOOD & BEVERAGE

PepsiCo
Anonymous

HEALTHCARE

Cardinal Health
Med-Lab Supply Co
St. Jude’s Childrens Hospital
University of Texas MD Anderson 
Cancer Center
Anonymous (2)

HIGHER EDUCATION

Franklin College
Stanford University IT
University of Minnesota

HOSPITALITY

Universal Parks & Resorts

MANUFACTURING

Boeing Company
Calumet Specialty
Cambro Manufacturing
Flex
John Crane Inc.
North Star BlueScope Steel
Rockline Industries
Tennessee Industrial Electronics
Visual Comfort & Company
Westrock
Anonymous 

NONPROFIT

Coordinated Family Care
KIPP Foundation
LANL Foundation
School Leader Lab
Anonymous (6)

PHARMACEUTICAL

Abbott Laboratories

RETAIL

Big Lots
DICK’s Sporting Goods
Gap Inc.
Shutterfly
Starbucks

SOFTWARE & INTERNET

Any-3
Google
iBASEt

TECHNOLOGY

Airbnb
DoorDash
Microchip Technology
Anonymous

TRAVEL, RECREATION & LEISURE

smarTours

OTHER

Terminix
Anonymous (6)

 

Participating Organizations by Industry (2022) 
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AEROSPACE &  
AVIATION SERVICES 
Air Serv Corporation4

The Boeing Co.2, 4, 6, 7

Lockheed Martin2

AGRICULTURAL & MINING 
Monsanto Co.4

AUTOMOTIVE
Auto Trader3

Cooper Standard4

Elesys North America, Inc.4

Ewald Automotive Group4

Ford Motor Organization3

General Motors3

Harte Auto Group4

Prestolite Performance, LLC4

TI Automotive1

BIOTECHNOLOGY
Alere1, 2

Applied StemCell, Inc.6

CSL Behring7

Danaher Corporation7

Nova Biomedical6
Quanterix5

Sarepta Therapeutics7

Singulex, Inc.5

Thermo Fisher Scientific6

BUSINESS SERVICES
BEATTY 6,7

Clifton Gunderson, LLP (now 
CliftonLarsonAllen, LLP)2

Deloitte6

Deluxe Corporation5

G&K Services, Inc.4

Johnson Lambert, LLP5

Kingcrest LTD7

KPMG2, 5

LAK Group6

Real Estate Arts5

Thomson Reuters5

Wynden Stark6

Anonymous

CHEMICALS
Ecolab5

CONSUMER GOODS
Avon2

Hy-Ko Products5

Mattel2

Nike6

Plantronics5

SC Johnson2

Whirlpool1, 2

Anonymous

CONSTRUCTION
INTREN4

McHugh Construction4

Parsons Corporation4

Quinn Co.4

RoadSafe Traffic Systems, Inc.4

Wick Building Systems4

Anonymous

CONSUMER SERVICES
McGrath Rent Corp6

ServiceMaster5, 6

CONSULTING
3D Group6

Aasonn5

Accelerated Performance Group7

Bergmann Associates5

BetterUp6

C2 Technologies5

Catapult Leadership4

Center for Creative Leadership6, 7

CEO International2
Communications, LLC4

Computer Sciences Corporation3

Conscious Culture Group6,7

Delta Consultants6

Dixon Executive Coaching Ltd.7

Heart and Head 
Humber, Mundie & McClary5

IMPACT Learning Inc.5

JEDInc Coaching & Consulting7

Leadership, LLC4

M2D Leadership6

Management Research Group4, 5

Manpower Group6

Moffat & Nichol4
Monarch Training & Consulting7

PMC4

Priebe & Associates6

Sag Consulting Group6

Social Policy Research Associates3, 4

Special Assignment Professional 
Services, LTD6

Spectra Consulting7

Success Technologies6

Unlimited Potential6
Valuable Leadership LLC6

Vantage Leadership7

Wonderlic2

Anonymous (2)

ENERGY & UTILITIES
AEC Oil & Gas1, 2

Aera Energy LLC6

American Electric Power6

BP1, 2

CenterPoint Energy6, 7

ChevronTexaco1, 2, 7

Entergy2

Exelon7

Kinsale Energy6

Louisville Gas & Electric2

Marathon Petroleum5

Metropolitan Water District of 
Southern CA2

Ontario Power Generation4

Oxy, Inc.2

Pacificorp2

POET6

Southwestern Energy5

Tennessee Valley Authority1, 2, 3, 4

United Electric7

Anonymous (3)

ENGINEERING 
AECOM6

BrightFields, Inc.6

Leonardo DRS5,6, 7

Parsons Corporation6,7

Anonymous

ENTERTAINMENT
Clientel4
Universal Studios3

Anonymous

FINANCIAL
ABM AMRO1, 2

American Century Investments6,7

Amtrust Bank3

Bank of America2, 6

Credit Union of Texas4

Davis Selected Advisers4

GE Capital1, 2

JP Morgan Chase1, 2, 5

Key Bank3

Mortgage Industry Advisory 
Corporation4

Nelnet6

PNC Bank1, 2

Raymond James Financial4, 7

REW Insurance & Financial  
Services, LLC4

Ronald Blue & Co.4

Ryan4

Southern Auto Finance Company 7

Summit Park Partners7

Ten Oaks Group7

The World Bank Group2, 3, 4, 5

Union Bank of California1

Wachovia Bank1, 2

Washington Mutual Finance1, 2

WFG7

Wells Fargo2

Anonymous (3)

FOOD & BEVERAGE
Anheuser Busch1

Associated British Foods6

Burger King3

Coca Cola2, 3

Jack in the Box1, 2

McDonald’s2

MillerCoors4

Nestle USA1

Odom’s TN Pride Sausage, Inc.4

Papa John’s5

PepsiCo1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

Silver Oak Cellars4

The Wine Group4

US Foods6, 7

Wiskerchen Cheese, Inc.4

YUM! Brands1, 3

Anonymous (2)

GOVERNMENT
Brevard County Government2, 3, 4

Center for Army Leadership6

City of Chattanooga6

City of Lafayette4

State of Tennessee, 
Department of Commerce5

Environment and Conservation4

Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago1

All Participating Organizations by Industry

Note: the numbers in super-
script indicate the participating 
Edition(s)—a company that 
participated in the 1st Edition 
is indicated with a “1”,  
2nd Edition with a “2,” etc.

United States Postal Service2

Anonymous (3)

HEALTHCARE
Advanced Correctional Healthcare5

Advocate Health Care1, 2

AVJ6

Baptist Health Systems2

Cardinal Health5, 6, 7

Catholic Health5

Colusa Regional
Medical Center5

Med-Lab Supply Co7

CommuniCare Health Centers6

Creative Testing Solutions5

Faith Regional Health Services5

Franciscan Missionaries of  
Our Lady Health System4

HCA Healthcare6

Hope Haven, Inc.4, 5

Illinois Cancer Care4

Johnson & Johnson5, 6, 7

Kaiser Permanente4, 6

Lifespan Corporate Services2

Livingston Hospital5
MedAssets-Precyse5

Miraca Life Sciences, Inc.4

Montgomery Cardiovascular Associates5

Oaklawn Hospital3
Pembroke Regional Hospital4
Prime Therapeutics, LLC4

St. Francis Hospital3
St. Jude’s Children’s Research Hospital6,7

University of Texas, MD Anderson  
Cancer Center2,7

Anonymous (2)

HIGHER EDUCATION
Azusa Pacific University5

Franklin College7

Georgia Perimeter College4

Metropolitan State University of Denver5

Oregon Health Sciences University6

Samuel Merritt University4, 5, 6

Stanford University4, 5, 6, 7

University of California, Office of  
the President6

University of Minnesota7

University of Washington5

Wilfrid Laurier University5

Anonymous (6) 

HOSPITALITY
American Blue Ribbon Holdings4

Alliance Management4

Darden Restaurants1, 2

Frenchman’s Creek5

Harrah’s1, 2

Hyatt Hotels and Resorts4

Lone Star Parking Management4

Marriott International, Inc.4

Omni Hotels4

International, Inc. 4

Starwood Hotels and Resorts2, 5

The Napa Valley Reserve5

Universal Orlando Resort2, 4

Universal Parks & Resorts6

Warner Center Marriott  
Woodland Hills4

Wendy’s6
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Wild Dunes Resort4, 5

World Travel Holdings4

Anonymous

INSURANCE
Aita and Associates6

Allstate Insurance Co.3, 4

Liberty Mutual Insurance5

Life Insurance Society4

Medical Insurance Exchange of 
California6

Medical Underwriters of California5

Mutual of Omaha Insurance Co.4

Safety Insurance Co.4

Topa Insurance Company5

Woodmen of the World4

York5

IT CONSULTING
Intelliware Development, Inc.4

VMC Consulting Inc.4

Computer Sciences Corporation1, 2

MANUFACTURING
3M1, 3, 4

ACH Foam Tech5

Advanced Circuits4

Aethercomm5

Agfa6

Allagash Brewing Co5

AlloSource4

Amcor Rigid Plastics4

Arvin Meritor Automotive (now 
Meritor) 1, 2

Belden3

Blatek, Inc.5

Calumet Specialty7

Cambro Manufacturing6,7

Charter Steel4
Corning Incorporated2, 3, 4, 5

Cristal Global4
DENSO5

ETS-Lindgren4

Expera Specialty Solutions, LLC5

Ex-Tech Plastics, Inc.4

Flex7

FMC Technologies4

General Mills5

Georgia Pacific2

Holland Co.4

Honeywell International, Inc.4

Hubbell Incorporated3, 4

Ingersoll-Rand1, 2

John Crane Inc.7

JRB Attachments, LLC4

KLN5

KX	Technologies,	LLC4

Liberty Safe and Security Products, 
Inc.4

Mennie Machine Co., Inc.4, 5

Mindspeed Technologies (now 
MACOM)2

Murata Power Solutions4

Nordson6

North Sails5

North Star BlueScope Steel7
PPG Industries1, 2, 3

Racor, division of Parker Hannifin 
Corporation4

Racor5

Rockline Industries 7

Rockwell Automation2

Schnieider Electric2

SCHOTT5

Tata Steel6
Tennessee Industrial Electronics7

The Cookson Co., Inc. 4

Timken Co.2

Truck Bodies & Equipment 
International, Inc.4

Visual Comfort & Company7

Westrock7

Anonymous (4)

MEDIA
Associated Press4

Classified Ventures, LLC4

North American Membership 
Group, Inc.4

PR Newswire Association, LLC4

The Scranton Times, L.P.5

Topeka Capital-Journal4

NOT FOR PROFIT
ACCESS6

AIDS Foundation of Chicago6

Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation4

Coordinated Family Care7

David Suzuki Foundation4

Easter Seals TriState5

Gordon & Betty Moore Foundation5

GreatSchools, Inc.4

Guggenheim Museum3

Highline Public Schools4

Irvine Housing Opportunities, Inc.4

Jewish Community Federation of 
Cleveland2

KIPP	Foundation6, 7

KIPP	Metro	Atlanta5

KIPP	New	Orleans4

KIPP	St.	Louis4, 5

KIPP	Washington	D.C.4
LANL Foundation7

LL Global, Inc.4

MNM4

National Committee for Quality 
Assurance4

San Gabriel/Pomona Regional 
Center5

School Leader Lab7

The Children’s Village5

The Institute for Human and Social 
Development4

Vera Institute of Justice4

Volunteers in Asia3

Whirlwind2

Anonymous (7)

PHARMACEUTICAL
Abbott Laboratories2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

Bristol-Myers Squibb1, 2

Genentech3

Merck6

Portola Pharmaceuticals, Inc.3, 4

TAP Pharmaceuticals2, 3

Anonymous

REAL ESTATE
Cushman & 
Grand Peaks5

Irvine Company5, 7

Wakefield, Inc.4

Anonymous

RETAIL
7 Eleven1, 2, 3

Altrec4

Big Lots7

Brownells, Inc.4

C&K	Express,	LLC4

Costco Wholesale Corp4

DICK’s Sporting Goods7

Edwin Watts Golf Shops, LLC4

Gap, Inc.2, 6, 7

Home Depot1

JC Penny1, 2, 3

Macy’s Inc6

Orchard Supply Hardware4

Palo Alto Bicycles1, 2

Pathmark Stores2

REI4

Riverhead Building Supply5

Shutterfly7

Spec’s Family Partners4

Staples2

Starbucks7

Steelcase2

Target2

The	Pharmacy	Express	of	C&K	
Express, LLC4

Eye Care Centers of America (now 
VisionWorks)1, 2

Walgreens1, 3

Walmart5

Anonymous (4)

SHIPPING
FedEx2, 4

Flextronics Global Services 4

Riverside Logistics4

SOFTWARE & INTERNET
Any-37

ArenaNet5

GE Digital5
Google6, 7

iBASEt7

Mitratech5

TECHNOLOGY
Airbnb7

Cisco Systems2, 3

Dell1, 2, 3, 4

DevonWay, Inc.4

DoorDash7

ELM6

Enphase Energy6

Fiserv5, 6

IBM2

Ingram Micro2

Intel1, 2

Intelliware Development Inc.5

Lenovo3

Medtronic6

Microchip Technology6,7

Mindtree5

PCTEL, Inc.4

Microsoft1, 2

NVIDIA6

NXP	Semiconductors6

Riverbed Technology4

Sun Microsystems1, 2, 3

Superb Management Corporation5

VMC Consulting, Inc.4

XO	Group,	Inc.4
Anonymous (5)

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Airtel Nigeria6

AT&T1

Bell South1

Cox Communications1, 2, 3, 4

Motorola1, 2

Nokia2

ReadyTalk5

Sprint2

Team Fishel4
Verizon Wireless1, 2

TRANSPORTATION
American Airlines5

Briggs Equipment, Inc.4

Columbia Metropolitan Airport6

CSX Corporation, Inc.4, 5

E-Z Rent-A-Car4

Long Island Rail Road1

National Express Corporation4

SkyWest Airlines4

smarTours7

United Airlines1, 3

Anonymous (4)

TRAVEL RECREATION AND 
LEISURE
ClubSport5

Endless Entertainment6

Expedia Group6

Folio Fine Wine Partners6

Universal Orlando5

Anonymous

WHOLESALE & DISTRIBUTION
Grainger6

Lakeside Process Controls5

Revolution Dancewear, LLC6

Sager Electronics5

OTHER
ADS, Inc.4

Alliance Data Systems2

American Guidance Services1

Cablevision1

Calista Corporation4

Care Center5

Concord5

District of Columbia Bar6

Egan Company6

Evo Exhibits5

Franchise Relationships Institute6

Ghilotti Brothers, Inc.6

Gypsum Management & Supply6

Holland LP6

Management Research Group6

SBC Directory Options1

School Leader Lab6

The Food Group5, 6

Terminix7

Trevi Foundations Limited6

Waste Management, Inc.4

Williams Parker5

Anonymous (68)
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Dale S. Rose, Ph.D., is the president and 
co-founder of 3D Group. He is an expert on 
360 Feedback, Leadership Development, 
and assessment-based human resources 
solutions. He recently co-edited and 
authored The Handbook of Strategic 360 
Feedback from Oxford University Press.  
Dr. Rose is a regular contributor in global 
media outlets on leadership and talent 
trends including the Wall Street Journal, 
CEOWorld, Forbes, Financial Times, and 
National Public Radio.

 

Jesse C. Biringer, MBA, is the study 
coordinator and research lead for Current 
Practices in 360 Feedback and co-authored 
the 5th and 6th editions of the study with 
Dr. Rose. She drives 3D Group’s thought 
leadership strategy and messaging. 



A B O U T  3 D  G R O U P 

“With	the	publication	of	the	7th edition	of	Current Practices, 3D Group has once again provided us 
with	a	unique source	of	information	unlike	any	other	in	this	market.	This	report	is	a	timely,	reliable	
source of insights from users.”

–DAVID W. BRACKEN, Keiser University

“Going beyond the conventional wisdom of ‘best practices,’ this comprehensive evidence-rich report 
covers all aspects of 360 implementation and draws on 3D Groups’ extensive real-world experience 
in	designing	effective	360	Feedback	systems.	It	is	a	‘must-read’	for	all	internal	and	external	
organizational consultants who wish to design and deliver a successful 360 Feedback process.”

–JOHN W. FLEENOR, Senior Researcher & Fellow, Center for Creative Leadership

“As a practitioner, I am continually asked by clients how other organizations manage their 360 
Feedback programs, from leveraging it as a performance management tool to accelerating 
leader	growth. 3D	Group’s	7th	edition	of	Current Practices in 360 Feedback is a highly insightful 
and invaluable resource for answering key strategic questions around the implementation of this 
critical talent management tool.”

–JOHN C. SCOTT, Chief Operating Officer, APTMetrics, Inc.

3D Group fuels leadership success with employee feedback. Our expert consultants 
provide high-impact, full-service 360 Feedback solutions to support individual, team, 
and organizational development. 3D Group researchers are widely published and 
regularly present findings to national audiences of business leaders and Human 
Resources professionals. 

For more information about participating in upcoming studies or to learn more  
about our scientifically validated easy-to-use 360 Feedback, contact 3D Group at 
510.463.0333 or visit our website at www.3dgroup.net.

http://www.3dgroup.net
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